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Flinc

for piano and electronic sound

2012
**Structure and Content of the Work**

**Flinc** is a study in resourcefulness – both the score and the electronic part of the composition are derived from a single, 4-minute piano recording.

'Extracting' musical shapes from the recording by means of computer algorithms provided the rhythmic skeleton for the musical score. For the electronic part, the score is 'fixed' – as 'fixed' as a score can be – the electronic part is left indeterminate with respect to performance; the order and frequency of occurring sound events.

The electronic accompaniment to the instrument, which are extracted and re-assembled live using custom programmed computer algorithms, transition smoothly from performance to performance, providing the electronic sound experience. The result of this process is a soundscape that emerges from the recording. With respect to execution, the computer algorithms provide the rhythmic skeleton for the musical score. For the electronic part, the score is derived from a single, 4-minute piano recording.

While the score is 'fixed', as a score can be – the electronic part is left indeterminate with respect to performance; the order and frequency of occurring sound events.

The two 'Flinc' Ableton Live projects (first and second movement) should be set in motion prior to the start of the piece with the respective master faders all the way down. The electronic sound should be faded in during the first fermata on page 1 in the first movement and during bars 4 and 5 in the second movement. Preferably, a person other than the pianist should perform this task in order to allow the player to concentrate on the piano performance. An impression should be given that the electronic sounds are emanating from the piano itself.

The two loudspeakers should be placed inside the piano, facing upwards towards the open lid. The sound volume should be adjusted carefully not to overpower the piano performance. An impression should be given that the electronic sounds are emanating from the piano itself.

**System Requirements:**
- Apple MacBook
- 2 high-quality powered loudspeakers
- Soundcard (optional)
- Ableton Live Suite 9.0 or higher
- Ableton Live Project files
- Flinc1, Flinc2, Flinc3, Flinc4 audio files.

The different audio files (labeled 'Flinc1', 'Flinc2', 'Flinc3', 'Flinc4') should be loaded into the four instances of the GlitchLooper and OpenSec MaxForLive devices respectively prior to performance. The two loudspeakers should be placed inside the piano, facing upwards towards the open lid. The sound volume should be adjusted carefully not to overpower the piano performance. An impression should be given that the electronic sounds are emanating from the piano itself.

**Instruments:**
- Piano
- Electronic Sound (stereo)
2012

for Bb clarinet and electronic sound

Skein

Michael Beiert
Duration: ca. 6 1/2 minutes

**Instrumentation**
- Bb Clarinet
- Electronic Sound (stereo system)

**System Requirements:**
- Apple MacBook, 2 high quality powered loudspeakers, soundcard (optional), Max 6.1.7 or higher, 'Skein' Max patch and audio files
- The audio files should be copied to the Cycling '74 folder on the laptop.
- The two loudspeakers should be placed on the floor on either side of the player and angled slightly outward to enhance the stereo image. Additionally, the player should be seated at the audience's eye level.
- The sound volume must be adjusted carefully not to overpower the live instrument.

**Structure and Content of the Work**
There are 26 fragments spread across two pages. The performer alternates between pages 1 and 2 playing one fragment at a time from either side. The player is encouraged to listen to any sonic events in the electronic part which may provide suitable jumping-off points from which to continue with his/her own musical fragment. The piece starts and ends with designated fragments.

The electronic part consists of transformed clarinet sounds. The player listens to any of these events in the electronic part which may provide suitable jumping-off points from which to continue with his/her own musical fragment. The performer alternates between pages 1 and 2 playing one fragment at a time from either side. The electronic part consists of transformed clarinet sounds. The player is encouraged to listen to any sonic events in the electronic part which may provide suitable jumping-off points from which to continue with his/her own musical fragment.

The electronic sound. The sound volume must be adjusted carefully not to overpower the live instrument. The performer should be seated away from any reflective surfaces inside the performance space, and therefore allow for more natural mix between instrument and electronic sound. The two loudspeakers should be placed in front of the performer, one on either side of the player and angled slightly outward to enhance the stereo image. Additionally, the player should be seated at eye level with the audience.
Michael Beiert

Together-Apart
for piano and electronic Sound

(2013)
Instrumentation

Piano
Electronic Sound (stereo)

System Requirements:

iPad 2 (or later), 2 high quality powered loudspeakers, ‘Together-Apart’ iOS App (available as a free download on the Apple App Store).

The two loudspeakers should be placed inside the piano facing upwards towards the open lid. The sound volume must be adjusted carefully not to overpower the piano performance. An impression should be given that the prepared sounds are emanating from the piano itself.

This is a study score, which may be used to get familiar with the musical material. The iPad app version of the score should be used during performance.

Playing Instructions (when using the ‘Together-Apart’ app on an iPad):

• Choose any treble and bass fragment by touching the little score images on the left and the right hand side. Selected fragments will be moved into the middle for a more conventional layout of the score and easier readability.
• Once a fragment has been selected a green tick will appear next to it to help keep track of which parts of the score have been performed.
• Accidentals work only for note they immediately precede.
• Treble and bass fragments may be played together (synchronous), or more independently, e.g. with varying tempo between hands, or pausing the left or right hand at any time. For example, a whole treble fragment may be played in the space of just one chord in the bass.
• The overall tempo may change at any time.
• Two or more fragments of one clef may be played in the space of just one fragment of the other clef.
• Just one hand (one fragment) may be played at a time.
• The sustain pedal may be used at the performer’s own discretion, e.g. to prolong notes/chords at the end of a fragment, while preparing for the next one.
• The electronic sound accompaniment may be started at any time, e.g. before playing the first fragment, or any time after that.
• The Playback Density may be adjusted at any time during the performance in order to have sounds overlap at varying degrees, creating sonic textures with changing density. At a longer setting (“low”) there is a greater chance of silence between sound events, which may be desirable during “slower” sections of the piece (as determined by the performer).
• Once all of the fragments have been played (green ticks all around), continue choosing new score combinations until all of the ticks have been cleared again, at which point the piece ends. Stop the electronic sound accompaniment and wait for the last sound event to fade out.
Accidentals only count on a per-note basis and are NOT carried forward.

(Chrom. Clusters, starting pitch indicated)
2014

Closer

for violin, cello and electronic sound

Michael Beiert
System Requirements:

- Apple MacBook
- 2 high quality powered loudspeakers, soundcard (optional), Max 6.1.7 or higher,
- ‘Closer’ Max patch and audio files.
- The audio files should be copied to the Cycling ‘74 folder on the laptop.
- The speakers should be placed on the floor in front of the two players and angled slightly outwards to enhance the stereo image. The speakers should be angled upwards by 45 degrees in order to have the sound bounce off reflective surfaces inside the performance space for, allowing for a more natural mix between instruments and electronic sound.

Instrumentation:

- Violin
- Cello
- Electronic Sound (stereo)

Duration: 6 minutes

Structure and Content of the Work

There are six sections in this piece (I – VI) each containing instrumental ‘activities’ per each section. These can be performed in any order, as chosen by the player, with repeats of any of the activities being a possibility (once performances are completed). The length of gaps between individual activities is left to the discretion of each player. Note should be taken to play any collection of activities within the time frame given for each section, before moving on to the next set of activities of a new section. The start of each section is cued by the software application. If a player is “in the middle of an activity” when the software application cues the start of the next section, the player is encouraged to carry the current activity over into the new section, and finish at their own pace. This way, the change between sections will not sound too abrupt.

The MacBook should be facing the players at all times as it will provide information about both the current section (i.e. time remaining) and upcoming sections. One of the players starts and stops the electronic part by pressing the spacebar on the laptop. The MacBook should be placed on the floor in front of the two players and angled slightly outwards to enhance the stereo image.
Michael Beiert
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for violin, cello and electronic sound

Closer
Michael Beier

2014

For ensemble and electronic sound

39

Michael Beier
Duration: 6 minutes

Instrumentation:

Duration: 6 minutes

Flute
Clarinet in Bb
Horn in F
Trumpet in C
Percussion (Suspended Cymbal, Snare Drum)
Violin I
Violin II
Viola
Cello
Double Bass
Electronic Sound (stereo system)

System Requirements:

- Apple MacBook
- 2 high quality powered loudspeakers
- Soundcard (optional)
- Max 6.1 or higher
- Max patch and audio files
- Audio files should be copied to the Cycling '74 folder on the laptop
- Speakers should be placed amongst the players with a suitable gap between them. The sound volume must be adjusted carefully not to overpower the live instruments. The impression should be given that the prepared sounds are emanating from the ensemble players themselves.

The speakers should be placed amongst the players with a suitable gap between them. The sound volume must be adjusted carefully not to overpower the live instruments. The impression should be given that the prepared sounds are emanating from the ensemble players themselves.

- Apple MacBook
- 2 high quality powered loudspeakers
- Soundcard (optional)
- Max 6.1 or higher
- Max patch and audio files
- Audio files should be copied to the Cycling '74 folder on the laptop
- Speakers should be placed amongst the players with a suitable gap between them. The sound volume must be adjusted carefully not to overpower the live instruments. The impression should be given that the prepared sounds are emanating from the ensemble players themselves.
There are eight sections of the work, two of which are purely electronic (Introduction, Intermezzo). The remaining six sections contain instrumental "activities" for each player, which can be performed in any order, as chosen by the player, with repeats of any of the activities being a possibility (in fact, performers are encouraged to do so). The length of gaps between individual activities is left to the discretion of the player. Note should be taken to play any given collection of activities within the time frame given for each section, before moving on to the next set of activities of a new section. The conductor signals the start of each section. If TACET is one of the activities (or, Non-activity, e.g. section 2) in an instrumental part, this should be followed first for the duration specified until a cue is given by the conductor to continue with the remaining activities of the current section. If a player is "in the middle of an activity" when the conductor cues the start of the next section, he/she is encouraged to "carry it over" into the new section, and finish at their own pace. This way, the change between sections will not sound too abrupt. The conductor should have the MacBook facing him/her at all times as this will help with the preparation of cues for each section. The screen will provide information about both the current section (i.e. time remaining) and upcoming sections. As a section is about to end (with maybe 10 seconds remaining) the conductor should cue with one hand the upcoming section (i.e. signal the number), with the other hand cueing the actual beginning (e.g. downward motion). A special arrangement must be made for the Intermezzo, once the preceding section (i.e. 3) has finished. The conductor should give a suitable signal to the players (e.g. both arms up), at which point the performers may finish their current activity and then fall silent. The conductor should prepare the next section as usual. The conductor signals the end of the piece, allowing the players to gently fade out.

The electronic part consists of prepared sounds, which are organised and matched on a per-section basis. Within each section, the order of sound files played back, as well as the layering of multiple sounds, will differ from performance to performance, resembling the Open Form aspect of the instrumental part. The players are encouraged to listen out for any sonic events in the electronic part, which may provide suitable jumping-off points for their own activities. The remaining six sections contain instrumental "activities" for each player, which can be performed in any order, as chosen by the player, with repeats of any of the activities being a possibility (in fact, performers are encouraged to do so). The length of gaps between individual activities is left to the discretion of the player. Note should be taken to play any given collection of activities within the time frame given for each section, before moving on to the next set of activities of a new section. The conductor signals the start of each section. If TACET is one of the activities (or, Non-activity, e.g. section 2) in an instrumental part, this should be followed first for the duration specified until a cue is given by the conductor to continue with the remaining activities of the current section. If a player is "in the middle of an activity" when the conductor cues the start of the next section, he/she is encouraged to "carry it over" into the new section, and finish at their own pace. This way, the change between sections will not sound too abrupt. The conductor should have the MacBook facing him/her at all times as this will help with the preparation of cues for each section. The screen will provide information about both the current section (i.e. time remaining) and upcoming sections. As a section is about to end (with maybe 10 seconds remaining) the conductor should cue with one hand the upcoming section (i.e. signal the number), with the other hand cueing the actual beginning (e.g. downward motion). A special arrangement must be made for the Intermezzo, once the preceding section (i.e. 3) has finished. The conductor should give a suitable signal to the players (e.g. both arms up), at which point the performers may finish their current activity and then fall silent. The conductor should prepare the next section as usual. The conductor signals the end of the piece, allowing the players to gently fade out.
2014

for your instruments and soundscape

Hope Street

Michael Beiert
Duration: 8 minutes

Instrumentation
Four instruments, monophonic and/or polyphonic

Soundscape (stereo sound)

System Requirements:
Apple MacBook, 2 high quality powered loudspeakers, soundcard (optional), 'Hope Street' Max patch and audio file. The audio file should be loaded into the buffer ahead of the performance.

Place the speakers amongst the players with a suitable gap between them. Adjust the volume so that the electronic sound provides a subtle accompaniment to the instrumental performance.

Performance Notes
• Read the score from left to right.
• For pages 1 and 2, each player remains on their own stave; on page 3, vertical lines connect musical events between all four staves. The se can be used as 'corridors' to any of the other staves. Continue playing the material of the newly selected stave until the end of the page, or, alternatively, until a new 'corridor' opens up an opportunity to switch staves again.
• Graphical elements, or musical events, can be interpreted in various ways. Here are some suggestions:
  1. Note heads indicate pitch (as opposed to noise). Other graphical elements may be interpreted as pitch or noise
  2. The varying thickness of events indicates changing dynamics.
  3. Continuous (horizontal) lines are played as sustained noises; with ascending/descending lines comprising pitches as going up/down.
  4. Dotted lines (horizontal) are played as note/noise repetitions; with ascending/descending lines comprising pitches as going up/down.
  5. Where thick or thick and thin lines coincide horizontally, the note/noise indicated is played in unison with the adjacent line.
  6. Vertical lines are played as noises with the volume of lines.
  7. When lines (or brackets) are played as pitch, dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.
  8. Where lines (or brackets) are played as pitch and thick and thin, dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.

* Where events do not coincide horizontally, the note/noise indicated is played independently of the other instruments, and according to the duration of the music.
* For pages 1 and 2, each player remains on their own stave; on page 3, vertical lines connect musical events between all four staves. The se can be used as 'corridors' to any of the other staves. Continue playing the material of the newly selected stave until the end of the page, or, alternatively, until a new 'corridor' opens up an opportunity to switch staves again.

* Graphical elements, or musical events, can be interpreted in various ways. Here are some suggestions:
  1. Note heads indicate pitch (as opposed to noise). Other graphical elements may be interpreted as pitch or noise
  2. The varying thickness of events indicates changing dynamics.
  3. Continuous (horizontal) lines are played as sustained noises, with ascending/descending lines comprising pitches as going up/down.
  4. Dotted lines (horizontal) are played as note/noise repetitions, with ascending/descending lines comprising pitches as going up/down.
  5. Vertical lines are played as noises with sharp attacks. Dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.
  6. Where lines (or brackets) are played as pitch, dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.
  7. When lines (or brackets) are played as pitch and thick and thin, dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.

* Where events do not coincide horizontally, the note/noise indicated is played independently of the other instruments, and according to the duration of the music.

* For pages 1 and 2, each player remains on their own stave; on page 3, vertical lines connect musical events between all four staves. The se can be used as 'corridors' to any of the other staves. Continue playing the material of the newly selected stave until the end of the page, or, alternatively, until a new 'corridor' opens up an opportunity to switch staves again.

* Graphical elements, or musical events, can be interpreted in various ways. Here are some suggestions:
  1. Note heads indicate pitch (as opposed to noise). Other graphical elements may be interpreted as pitch or noise
  2. The varying thickness of events indicates changing dynamics.
  3. Continuous (horizontal) lines are played as sustained noises, with ascending/descending lines comprising pitches as going up/down.
  4. Dotted lines (horizontal) are played as note/noise repetitions, with ascending/descending lines comprising pitches as going up/down.
  5. Vertical lines are played as noises with sharp attacks. Dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.
  6. Where lines (or brackets) are played as pitch, dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.
  7. When lines (or brackets) are played as pitch and thick and thin, dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.

* Where events do not coincide horizontally, the note/noise indicated is played independently of the other instruments, and according to the duration of the music.

* For pages 1 and 2, each player remains on their own stave; on page 3, vertical lines connect musical events between all four staves. The se can be used as 'corridors' to any of the other staves. Continue playing the material of the newly selected stave until the end of the page, or, alternatively, until a new 'corridor' opens up an opportunity to switch staves again.

* Graphical elements, or musical events, can be interpreted in various ways. Here are some suggestions:
  1. Note heads indicate pitch (as opposed to noise). Other graphical elements may be interpreted as pitch or noise
  2. The varying thickness of events indicates changing dynamics.
  3. Continuous (horizontal) lines are played as sustained noises, with ascending/descending lines comprising pitches as going up/down.
  4. Dotted lines (horizontal) are played as note/noise repetitions, with ascending/descending lines comprising pitches as going up/down.
  5. Vertical lines are played as noises with sharp attacks. Dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.
  6. Where lines (or brackets) are played as pitch, dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.
  7. When lines (or brackets) are played as pitch and thick and thin, dotted vertical lines are played as very short repetitions.

* Where events do not coincide horizontally, the note/noise indicated is played independently of the other instruments, and according to the duration of the music.
I Can Feel His Mouth

Michael Beiert

2015

for female voice, piano and electronic sound
Duration: ca. 8 minutes

Instrumentation
Female Voice
Piano
Electro

System Requirements:
Apple MacBook, 2 high quality powered loudspeakers, soundcard (optional), MacBook's built-in speakers, soundcard (optional), and Max 6.1.7 or higher.

Words taken from James Joyce’s  

Ulysses.

Words taken from James Joyce’s  

Ulysses.
Yes, I said yes.
and then I asked him why, and then down to me
"Yes, your voice was pretty, love,"
said he, "I never heard it before.
Yes, yes, my Lord.
Yes, I ask you not to ask.
Yes, sir, again; and yes, love, yes,
Yes, sir, I said, yes, love, yes.
Yes, love, he said.
Yes, you must.
Yes, so pretentious and without expression.
Pulling off his shoes and trousers on the chair before me.

The moon is round,
Theقلم blue, and clear, and very, very clear.
Yes, I can feel the moon.

Oh, how I kiss me against the flow.
When we were dancing for.
After I sang the rounds, the men.
When he commenced blessing me over the dinner table.
The modiste did once even propose me, and I accepted.
Yes, if I wished, I could at once]
fluence; Love, love, and the kiss.
When I found the nose, I found the "Love, love, love, love, love.
Yes, I feel it is all you feel.

He is now so old, and so sick, we can no more
support this, and so we must be in peace.

Not a thing like that this before.
I Can Feel His Mouth

For female voice, piano and electronic sound
2015

for cello and electronic sound

Hidden Within

Michael Beiert
**System Requirements:**

- Apple MacBook, 2 high quality powered loudspeakers, soundcard (optional)
- Hidden Within, Max patch and audio files
- The audio files should be copied to the Cycling '74 folder on the laptop
- The two loudspeakers should be placed on the floor on either side of the player and angled slightly outwards to enhance the stereo image
- The sound volume must be adjusted carefully not to overpower the live instrument
- The player may start the piece with any fragment on the page and move to any fragment thereafter, until all fragments have been performed
- The player's selection may follow a fairly regular pattern of alternating "pitched" and "noisy" fragments, or, instead, he/she may decide to group together various fragments of one type, before moving on to a small selection of fragments from the other type.

**Instrumentation:**

- Cello
- Electroacoustic Sound (stereo)
Hidden Within

for cello and electronic sound
Volume II

Composition Commentary
In loving memory of my late mother Ursula Elisabeth Demmer (1952-2012).

We miss you every day.
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Abstract

The following chapters describe compositional methods applied to the compositions of the portfolio (Volume I), which consists of eight works for instruments and electronic sound, as well as one purely electronic piece.

The main concern in all these works is aspects of open form and, to a lesser extent, indeterminacy during performance. I will highlight the research I have undertaken in preparation for each of the compositions, show how all of these pieces are progressively linked by my evolving interest in open form, and place them in context with works by other composers, past and present, who have employed similar, or different, experimental procedures.

Volume II, the composition commentary, includes a technical appendix, explaining the different software processes for the individual works, and a recourses appendix containing recordings of all of the nine compositions, as well as all of the Max patches, Max for Live devices and sound files I have programmed and created for the electronic parts of the pieces.
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Introduction

I have felt that the conditions of spontaneity and mobility of elements which I have been working with create a more urgent and intense “communication” throughout the entire process, from composing to the final realization of a work. I prefer that each “final form”, which each performance necessarily produces, be a collaborative adventure, and that the work and its conditions of human involvement remain a “living” potential of engagement.¹

The short paragraph above forms part of the Directions for Performance, which appears in several of Earl Brown’s open form scores from the early 1960s. I have become very interested in composing open form works over the last five years, and, in particular, I have held a fascination with Brown’s compositions of the 1950s and 1960s. The reason I connect deeply with this sentiment of his, as captured so eloquently in the above quote, is because I spent most of my teenage years playing in various rock bands gaining very similar experiences with regards to an active and collaborative involvement of the musicians when working together on a song arrangement, and even agreeing to keep the performance ’outcome’ flexible. Having begun to compose contemporary works as an Undergraduate, the open form concept has finally allowed me to reconnect with my original musical sensibilities, and it has provided me with a way to incorporate the collaborative aspect of music making into my own works.

¹ Earle Brown, 1962
Backgrounds

Open form in music is not a new concept, and while it generated a lot of interest amongst composers, especially in the 1950s and 1960s, it can be found in earlier music as well. A noteworthy example is the ‘Musikalisches Würfelspiel’ (musical dice game), a style of composition, popular in eighteenth century Western Europe, which relied on the rolling of dice (and generating of random numbers) to produce a variable sequence of pre-composed score parts. It was not until the middle of the twentieth century, however, inspired by John Cage’s chance procedures and his move towards the exploration of sound for its own sake, liberated from preconceived structures, in which sounds merely function as agents articulating the more abstract notions of formal relationships, that composers were beginning to experiment seriously with concepts of open form and other aspects of indeterminacy. Earle Brown’s *Twenty-Five Pages* (1953), Moron Feldman’s *Intermission 6* (1953), and Karlheinz Stockhausen’s *Klavierstück XI* (1956) are but three examples of an emerging repertoire of works, which were re-evaluating the role of the performer, in particular. With the above pieces, the composers were still occupied with producing the content of the works, the musical material, as determined through fixed pitches, dynamic markings, durations (although both Brown and Feldman were already introducing considerable freedom of interpretation), phrasing and instrumentation. In these compositions,

“the function of the performer is […] that of giving form, providing, that is to say, the morphology of the continuity, the expressive content. […] He must perform his function of giving form to the music in a way which is not consciously organised […] either arbitrarily, feeling his way, following the dictates of his ego, or more or less
unknowingly, by going inwards with reference to the structure of his mind to a point in dreams [...]”

By the time we get to Christian Wolff’s *For 1, 2 or 3 people* (1964), the focus has shifted away from the ‘ego’ of the performer as the governing factor for the presentation of an open work to, instead, their ability to pay close attention to the musical activities of the other players. Careful listening on the part of the performer to what the other performers are doing, and responding musically to a situation which has developed in the moment, brings about a greater sense of urgency in the realisation of the work and puts much more emphasis on the interactive role of the players. While a piece like *Twenty-five Pages* may, to some extent, be prepared by the performer in advance of the performance by working out a desired sequence of events in rehearsals, Wolff’s composition introduces a much higher degree of unpredictability *during* the performance. The composer, rather than pre-elaborating musical material as individual ‘objects’, inherently fixed through notation (as in *Klavierstück XI*), provides a set of regulations “outlining a situation in which sounds may occur, a process of generating action (sounding or otherwise), a field delineated by certain compositional ‘rules’”.

The score for *For 1, 2 or 3 people* is very interesting, in as far as its notation suggests, at first glance, a generous degree of freedom in the way it may be interpreted. The obvious presence of symbols such as lines, circles and arrows adds a strong graphical element to the ten pages, or parts, of the score, implying a liberal amount of choice to

---

2 John Cage, 2009, p. 35
3 Michael Nyman, 1999, p. 4
be had for the performer. And, of course, the very title of the piece seems to expresses a relatively relaxed agenda regarding its performance, leaving unspecified the instrumentation and number of players, or people (1-3), for any given recital. However, there is an extensive list of instructions given at the beginning of the score, which details quite clearly how the different notated events are to be played. Individual symbols are explained with great care in how they stand for different materials used to produce the sounds, e.g. wood or metal, as well as various actions employed when making these sounds, e.g. tapping, breathing and plucking. It gets particularly interesting where a symbol denotes the requirement for player coordination, that is to say, the player has to listen out for sonic cues in the material played by the other players (or, in the case of a single performer, noises coming out of the environment) and react with their own sound making based on the instruction/score element they have chosen. That could mean, for example, that a player is to make a sound just after a previous sound has begun (from another player) and hold it until the previous sound stops, or, to choose the register for a particular sound depending on its relationship to other sounds immediately preceding it. The notion of composition as process, here, the process of performing the score dependent on the spontaneous and interactive behaviour of the players based on learnt instructions, becomes evident. For the player the performance situation changes significantly with such a work. Compared to Intermission 6, to take an example from earlier, in For 1, 2 or 3 people there is a much higher degree of unpredictability, not necessarily in the manner in which players impulsively decide which musical event to perform next, but rather in the way how the players are executing that event depending on their perception of the sounds around them. David Behrman likens this situation to a game of table tennis:
The player’s situation might be compared to that of a ping-pong player awaiting his opponent’s fast serve: he knows what is coming (the serve) and knows what he must do when it comes (return it); but the details of how and when these take place are determined only at the moment of their occurrence. 4

This makes for a tense performance scenario in which the performer has to be ready to interact with their environment for a prolonged period of time. With this comes a pronounced sense of involvement and responsibility on the part of the performer whose judgement has a clear impact on the sounds that are being made.

Given the indeterminate nature of the notation and the open instrumentation aspect in For 1, 2 or 3 people, the differences between performances are considerable, and it means that the identity of the piece is formed anew with each new performance as an expression of the players’ mood and readiness to experiment in that particular moment. It is the result of a finely tuned and socially involving interaction between the performers. In other words, the identity of this work is found in the very context, as provided by the composer through the score and further instructions, in which players interact with an equal share of responsibility. In my own open form works the idea of identity is expressed primarily through fixing the musical and sonic material used through fairly detailed notation (melodic fragments, chords, dynamic markings) and pre-elaborated electronic samples. Different versions of my compositions sound remarkably similar due to both the imposed macro-structural boundaries, e.g. overall duration, sectional sequence, as well as the clearly defined score and sound elements, using the open form concept primarily as a means to relax the temporal relationships in mixed works. In that respect, unlike Wolff’s piece, my works do not perhaps call

4 Michael Nyman, 1999, p. 18
for true inter-action on the part of the players, but rather, a re-action to the material presented by the composer (i.e. myself). There is, however, enough freedom in the performance of my compositions as to allow for the “unique moment”, as Michael Nyman calls it, to occur, that is to have spontaneously formed sound constellations produce a satisfying aural experience.

Exploring new ways of musical interaction, in his 1986 composition Voyager George Lewis makes use of the computer as an interactive tool. He writes a software programme that acts as a “virtual improvising orchestra” (with the orchestral sounds being synthesised inside the computer), “conceived as a set of 64 asynchronously operating single-voice MIDI-controlled “players”, all generating music in real-time”5.

In a discussion of his computer music composition Lewis explains that the software ‘listens’ to the sounds of up to two acoustic instruments, by means of a pitch follower device, and translates the information received into streams of MIDI data. Evaluating the obtained data, the musical response of the computer will depend on various “behaviour specifications” running at short intervals inside the programme. These determine ensemble combinations (numbers and types of players), and make choices from a variety of algorithms relating to the generation of melody, tempo, spacing between notes, etc. More interestingly, though:

Each new ensemble chooses not only a distinct group sonority, but a unique response to input, deciding which improviser – one, both or none – will influence its output behaviour. Further options include imitating, directly opposing or ignoring the information coming from the improvisers. […] This information is used […] to decide in greater detail how each ensemble will respond to elements of the input, such as tempo (speed), probability of playing a note, the spacing between notes,

---

5 George Lewis, 2000, p. 34
melodic interval width, choice of primary pitch material (including a pitchset based on the last several notes received) octave range, microtonal transposition and volume.\(^6\)

Here, the computer can be viewed as taking on a similarly autonomous role as a performer as the players in Wolff’s *For 1, 2 or 3 people*. A set of ‘rules’, may they be written instructions as part of a musical score (as in Wolff’s piece), or code written as part of a computer programme (as in *Voyager*), will set the context for the interactive behaviour for the player. Due to its generative activities the *Voyager* programme will have similar musical significance for the human player as he/she reacts and communicates sonically with the computer system. Although *Voyager* is designed for the improvising musician the composition is still very much that of George Lewis. It represents the particular ideas of its creator. Lewis makes clear that “part of the task of constructing *Voyager* consisted of providing the program with its own sound”\(^7\); and the ‘sound’ of this composition (as identifiable, not with timbre alone, but with the expression of personality), its *identity*, as articulated through precise computer algorithms designed by the composer, can then be viewed more generally as an expression of African art. Lewis calls this the “aesthetics of multidominance”, which involves “the multiple use of colors in intense degrees, or the multiple use of textures, design patterns, or shapes […] found quite routinely in musical and visual works of Africa and its diaspora”\(^8\). This cultural connection with *Voyager* becomes apparent when Lewis says

I conceive a performance of Voyager as multiple parallel streams of music generation, emanating from both the computers and the humans – a non-hierarchical,

---

\(^6\) George Lewis, 2000, pp. 35-36  
\(^7\) George Lewis, 2000, p. 37  
\(^8\) George Lewis, 2000, pp. 33-34
improvisational, subject-subject model of discourse, [...] Both the sonic behaviour and the program structure of Voyager exhibit multidominance in a number of respects.9

While creating interactive computer systems provide exiting new ways of music making, designing specific software programme as part of the composition will bring up potential issues of a technical nature. In order to make recurring performances of a piece like Voyager practically feasible the computer programme has to be updated and adapted as and when new soft- and hardware systems render older systems obsolete. Rapid advances in technology mean that computer-driven software environments will have to be modified if the systems they were conceived to run on originally become unavailable. It is very likely that George Lewis has had to port the first version of Voyager, originally written in 1986 using the programming language Forth, over to a more recent programming environment, such as Max. This may present too much of an inconvenience for some composers. In my own mixed music compositions I favour the use of pre-elaborated samples, the playback of which, despite being open and flexible, can be implemented rather easily using different pieces of computer software. In addition, it eliminates the need for a more elaborate technical setup using microphones, making it a potentially more portable and convenient system, especially with regard to rehearsals.

In Voyager the aspect of free improvisation is strong. Nonetheless, the specific algorithms written for the work by the composer produce a recognisable sound, or personality, and, unless the algorithms are changed, the execution of the programme is subject to these algorithmic boundaries. Since the performer will have no

9 George Lewis, 2000, p.34
immediate influence on re-setting those, the musical interaction, which is a big feature in *Voyager*, does not find an equally emphatic expression in a social interaction between the performing agents, i.e. human and machine. John Zorn, for example, has produced a series of games pieces that place more emphasis on the social aspect of inter-human relationships both during and in preparation for a performance. He has achieved this by devising sets of cues and rules for a number of his compositions, which help establish a performance framework for the players without being specific about actual musical material (pitches, chords, etc.), but, instead, focusing on the personal dynamics and chemistry within a group of performers. Arguably the most famous of Zorn’s game pieces, *Cobra*, which he completed in 1984, is a striking example of his compositional approach of taking advantage of the players’ own musical experiences. In that regard, the work could almost be viewed as a social experiment as well as a musical composition. In *Cobra*, Zorn devises a set of cues notated on cards, and rules corresponding to the cues that direct the players what to do. A *prompter*, or conductor, sitting in the centre of a semi-circle formed by the performers, initiates cues by holding up a card. Additional hand signals may be used to give further instructions such as designating a particular group of players for performance, or determining the speed and intensity of a chosen action. Executing the cues requires the utmost attention of all of the players all of the time, leading to a high degree of interaction. Performers may be asked to make eye contact with another performer and play a duo, or to pass single notes extremely quickly from one player to another in a chain, again, using eye contact to send the event. What is really interesting, though, is that any player can request cues from the prompter at any time, thereby making an effective contribution not only through their own improvisational sensibilities, but by being involved in choosing instrumental textures and player
behaviour leading to spontaneous structural developments during the performance. Even more excitingly, Zorn puts in place a guerrilla system, which allows any player to temporarily seize control from the prompter and, in turn, command the actions of other players, thereby contesting the group leader’s (prompter’s) authority. As a guerrilla a player can call tactics on any other player, such as telling them to imitate other players, to play drones, or to stop playing altogether. There can only be one guerrilla at a time. Anybody who wants to become a guerrilla motions to the prompter with a headband, which he or she will subsequently put on, as will the prompter, in order to identify a guerrilla situation. In a 1992 television interview Zorn explains his focus, in Cobra, on the social interaction of players, rather than sound:

> I don’t talk about any sounds that anybody is making; I talk about the improvisers themselves. You can play with this person at this time, if you want, or with this person, or in alternation with that person, but what you play is totally up to you. And who you decide to play with is totally up to you. […] For me it is more about the live situation, because you actually see the physicality of the people going through the process of dealing with these set rules. Every society has rules that people deal with in different ways. What I basically created is a small society, and everybody kind of finds their own position in that society. It really becomes like a psycho drama. It’s like scream therapy, or primal therapy. People are given power, and it’s very interesting to see which people like to run with that power, which people like to run away from it, who are very docile and just do what they’re told, and who try very hard to get more control and more power.10

---

If the composer does not specify the sounds, and neither the instrumentation, number of players nor the duration of the piece, what is it that forms its identity? Are there any recognisable features that connect the different performances of this work? With regard to his game pieces Zorn himself offers this explanation:

What remained were scores that did not refer to sound or time – two parameters traditionally inseparable from the art of music – but were a complex set of rules that, in a sense, turned players on and off like toggle switches to such a complicated degree that it didn’t really matter what the content was. The music could go just about anywhere. The piece was still itself. Game pieces can sound like anything and last any length depending on the players and the moment, but they always somehow retain their own identity, the way baseball differs from croquet.  

A recent performance of Cobra from 2014 presented by the improvisation department at the New England Conservatory in Boston, USA, and co-curated by John Zorn himself, reveals how much the work still generates excitement amongst both players and the audience. The sheer energy, physicality and sense of alertness that emanates from the ensemble is incredible and easily translates to the viewer even via the medium of online video. The players are feeding off each other, and the audience, which can be heard cheering and laughing during the performance, are feeding off the players. The work, despite having been conceived 30 years ago, still sounds fresh and relevant, due to its reliance on the players’ interaction and personalities, rather than ‘sound’ itself.

\[11\] John Zorn, 2005, p. 200

\[12\] Actually, three short performances (5 minutes each), with only a very short pause between them.
Michael Pisaro is a composer who still very much pays attention to the sonic quality in his work. In his 2005 composition *Violin and Materials* he creates a small set of instructions for the violin player telling him/her to look for common objects in the immediate environment, objects made from rock, metal or wood, such as a metal bucket or a tree branch. The violinist is then asked to take his/her bow, to discover a way of making sound on that object, and to make that sound for a long time to allow the listener to fully hear what it sounds like. The player will then search for a sound on the violin, which approximates the sound made earlier on the object. As the performance goes on, the player alternates between bowing the object and bowing the violin, finding new sounds, and recreating those sounds. In a way, this follows on from the Cagean concept of inclusion of any sound found in the natural or man-made environment, and the pure appreciation of its intrinsic sonic qualities, freed from any hierarchical structures. Pisaro is breaking down the perceived divide between the pure tones of an instrument, making it stand out from the environment, and the noisy sounds that dominate the world around us. The situation for both the performer and the listener changes radically during a performance of *Violin and Materials* when compared to a work like *Cobra*. The *raison d’être* of Zorn’s piece lies in the social interaction of players, rendering the sounds coming out of the performance secondary, while the emphasis in Pisaro’s work is on deep listening, on directing one’s focus towards the subtleties of sonic change, on challenging the listener’s ear. In his 1998 essay *Hit or Miss* Michael Pisaro explains his motives:

[I] seek to make a musical object which exists in as direct a relationship to the listener as possible. Anyone should, through careful listening, be able to understand what is happening in one of my pieces. Like most of the others associated with experimental music, I attempt to strip away as much of the obvious formal complexity from a work
as possible: the work is direct and simple. What it gives up in complexity is hopefully balanced by its impact.\textsuperscript{13}

In a 2008 recording of \textit{Violin and Materials} performed by Johnny Chang, and lasting almost 26 minutes, the requirement for ‘careful listening’ and attention to detail becomes apparent. A very sparse texture, long gaps between sounds, events on the border between sound and silence, and the resulting awareness of other sounds, seemingly non-related to the performance itself, all make for an unusual listening experience, especially without any visual cues relating to the performer. In this composition Pisaro is not concerned with employing ‘stand-out’ musical formulations and articulations, but with a more general concept of sonic ‘change’. And the composer, Pisaro, becomes the catalyst for that change.

The works described above by Wolff, Lewis, Zorn and Pisaro all push the boundaries of the more established concept of a composer as somebody who is in complete control of his artistic output. Where the composer relies extensively on the improvisational input of the player to give content to the work, specifically pitches, chords, melodies, rhythms, he/she must accept the compositional consequences, namely those that the performer will become co-composer.

My pursuit of finding a way to combine my interest in the European avant-garde with my interest in the experimental music tradition has led me to a point where, as a composer, I still am concerned with control over musical material and setting structural confines. My own use of open form concepts is characterised by a more

\footnote{\textsuperscript{13} Michael Pisaro, 1998.}
‘restrained’ approach, where the primary concern is to bring about a collaborative performance scenario in which the player has the opportunity to make individual structural decisions, thus contributing to the realisation of the work. At the same time, it is important to me to retain authorship for my own works. Therefore, especially when considering that open form compositions come in a great variety of styles with varying degrees of ‘freedom’ and indeterminacy, I have developed a particular conceptual framework for my own compositions which allows me to retain control over all musical material developed and subsequently presented to the performer, even to organise the overall direction of the work during performance. In that regard, I predominantly make use of two types of open form. John Dack has called these multi-valent, or multi-combinatorial, and variable. Dack\textsuperscript{14} writes that:

\begin{quote}
[...] in multi-valent form the details of a work are fixed in what are usually brief fragments or sections. [...] [T]heir positions in time and thus within the composition’s global form, are left to the decisions of the performer.
\end{quote}

and continues that:

\begin{quote}
[...] in variable form the overall shape of the work is fixed but the precise details within the constituent sections are open to reconfiguration as the piece progresses.
\end{quote}

To that extent, I am generally specific about pitch material, phrasing and instrumental arrangement. The built-in freedom is expressed primarily through the performer’s initiative when choosing the actual order of musical events. This usually happens

within timed sections, which have been arranged into an overall set sequence as part of the compositional process. For me, it is important that my open form works will not be uncontrollably different from one performance to the next, and by clearly defining pitch material, pitch combinations, rhythmic proportions, ideas about texture and orchestration, and by producing the electronic sound element of the composition myself, I wish to create a piece of music which will reveal an individual character, and project to the listener a sound world of its own.

The following five chapters illustrate how my approach to open form composition has developed over time through my own work, beginning in Chapter One with a description of the original inspiration (in form of Henry Pousseur’s tape piece Scambi) that set me on this particular path. Chapter Two describes the first tentative steps towards combining electronic and instrumental sounds within an open form framework resulting in the composing of Flinc (for piano and live electronics). It is not until Skein (for clarinet and electronic sound) and Together-Apart (for piano and electronic sound), however, as explained in Chapter Three, that the instrumental parts in my works receive an equal open form ‘treatment’ to the electronic part. In fact, it is around that time in 2012 that my compositional focus shifts to placing more emphasis on the instrumental writing in my music, with the subsequent addition of the electronic parts ‘augmenting’ the piece sonically and texturally. Furthering this development, the ‘New York School’ of composers, dating back to the 1950s and 60s, has been a clear and important influence on me, especially Earle Brown. His influence on my work becomes particularly apparent in my compositions Closer (for violin, cello and electronic sound) and 39 (for 10-piece ensemble and electronic sound), both discussed in Chapter Four. Chapter Five, finally, tells of my fairly short-
lived exploration of the even more indeterminate in music, pushing my notion of handing over control to the performer beyond the merely structural in *Hope Street* (for four instruments and soundscape), while still being determined to retain the ‘last word’ as the composer. The same chapter concludes with the description of my last two pieces in the portfolio, *I Can Feel His Mouth* (for female voice, piano and electronic sound) and *Hidden Within* (for cello and electronic sound), which marks a clear return to having (as the composer) a much stronger influence over questions regarding pitch material, rhythm and even the synchronicity between parts.
1. Distant Cousins – electronic music composition

1.1 Breaking the mould, defying the medium

It was sometime in 2011 that I discovered an electronic composition by Henri Pousseur called Scambi, which he composed in 1957. I was immediately intrigued, not necessarily because of its sound world, but because of its structural concept. The piece had been conceived to be in open form, at a time when electronic works were generally fixed onto magnetic tape, a medium that could not have been regarded as being particularly suitable for the realisation of ‘open’ pieces, which call for the re-ordering of musical material during performance. Pousseur’s commitment to open form becomes particularly evident when we see that he is applying his ideas to the arguably incompatible medium of tape, as expressed through Scambi. He was determined to take the technical hurdles, which each new realisation of the piece would have presented to him, namely the re-ordering and editing together of the 32 available tape sequences\footnote{These are sections of filtered white noise without any inherent directional tendencies, and none of them longer than 42 seconds. Pousseur did, however, provide a few guidelines to guarantee smooth transitions between sequences.} ahead of each performance. One practical challenge, however, remained unconquered at the time Scambi was realised, and that was to do with the real-time ordering of the tape fragments during performance, which was just not technically possible.

Today, with the ubiquitous nature of digital audio, where laptops, and now, increasingly, mobile devices, have become a familiar sight at concerts which incorporate any form of electronic music, one is completely freed of the kind of technical limitations that Henri Pousseur faced in 1957. Nowadays, it would be
straightforward to make a real-time version of *Scambi*. All that is necessary are
digitised versions of the 32 tape sequences and an mp3 player playing back the
segments in a randomised fashion. Interestingly, some new versions of *Scambi* were
realised about ten years ago as part of the *Scambi*-Project, which ran from 2003 –
2005 at Middlesex University London under the direction of Dr. John Dack. The
project research focused on open forms in electroacoustic music between 1950 and
1980, and Pousseur’s *Scambi* was examined in some detail as it represents an early
and rare example of such works. Considering the potential of open forms within
modern electronic music, one of the research questions identified by the *Scambi-
Project* was “Why do many electroacoustic musicians continue to produce
compositions with fixed, rather than ‘open’ forms?”.

As I began contemplating that particular question, the observation it carried seemed to
be congruent with my own personal experience. I had been to numerous
electroacoustic concerts in the past, usually including both acousmatic\(^{16}\) and mixed
electroacoustic works (or, mixed music works)\(^ {17}\), and I have spoken to many
composers who have presented their compositions at these concerts. Yet, I cannot
recall a single piece that might have been in open form. In trying to answer the above
question, I noted that most of the electroacoustic works that I had been listening to
over the years seemed to have been composed with strong adherence to spectro-
morphological principles. Here, great care is taken by the composer to create sound
shapes, which develop purposefully over time with almost causal effect, and with a
sense of unified motion. The meticulous editing process that composers of, in

\(^{16}\) Fixed media composition; formats include analogue tape, CD, or digital sound file. Designed to be
played back through loudspeakers, either in a simple stereo pair formation, or a more elaborate multi-
speaker set-up.

\(^{17}\) Works combining acoustic instruments with electronic sounds.
particular, acousmatic music employ while working in the studio, in order to produce sound spectra which unfold so sophisticatedly over time, often spanning large sections of the work, reflects the composer’s desire to be in complete control of the sonic and structural outcome. Any attempt to introduce concepts of open form into this scenario might, in the eyes of the composer, not only jeopardise the coherent flow of the composition, but also potentially devalue the many hours spent painstakingly sequencing audio samples during the course of sound editing.

With the above question still lingering on my mind, I decided to compose an electronic piece in open form. Given the musical possibilities opened up by technological advances in digital audio over recent decades, and my own developing interest in exploring the potential of Max\textsuperscript{18}, I chose to adopt Pousseur’s concept, developed for Scambi, and renew it by introducing a software-driven process\textsuperscript{19} for ordering the musical segments in real-time.

### 1.2 Genesis of a new work

As chance would have it, while still developing ideas for my first open form electronic work, the opportunity arose, quite suddenly, for a creative collaboration with German visual artist Bernd Straub. It would turn out to provide the perfect catalyst for articulating my newfound interest as part of a real project.

---

\textsuperscript{18} A visual programming languages used for the creation of interactive systems on a computer (www.cycling74.com).

\textsuperscript{19} The Technical Appendix includes a schematic diagram for Distant Cousins explaining the structure of the Max patch programmed. There is also a short video included in the Resources Appendix showing the software in use.
Bernd works mainly with old, analogue photography from a time roughly between the 1870s to the 1920s. For this project, he had acquired a collection of original ‘Carts de Visit’, a type of small portrait photography, showing the likenesses of various women aged between 18 and late 30s. Struck by their captivating and virtually timeless facial expressions, Bernd decided to put together a series of these and present them as a multi-media work titled Entfernte Kusinen (‘Distant Cousins’). In order to attain a certain dramatic effect in the way this piece could be presented, Bernd opted to subtly animate each photograph with an extremely slow fade-in and fade-out. As a result, the pictures would gradually manifest themselves in front of the viewer, to the point of full exposure, before dissolving back into a white background. This was intended to be quite a prolonged process, lasting several minutes\(^{20}\), so as to convey the idea of distant ancestors visiting from the past.

In my accompanying sound composition, I aimed to support both the structure and atmosphere of the video installation. Consistent with the individual characteristics of the portraits, I decided that each cousin would need her own, personalised musical backdrop. At the same time, however, I was determined to maintain a clear sonic coherence for all of the soundtracks in order to underline the visual consistency of the portraits. Therefore, my intention was for all ‘cousins’ to be composed using the same sound material. Furthermore, each soundtrack would be closely integrated with the corresponding on-screen appearance of each ‘cousin’, with respect to both length and dynamics. Following the palindrome design of the visuals, the sound would unfold in a similar manner, with increasing dynamics and textural density.

\(^{20}\) Eventually, it was decided that each manifestation of a ‘cousin’ would last for 7.5 minutes, allowing for a very ‘comfortable’ eight portraits per hour.
towards the mid-point at 3.45 minutes, after which both music and picture would begin to gradually ebb.

The basic sound material used for this composition was a 1924 recording of German soprano Elisabeth Rethberg performing Schubert’s *Ave Maria*. It was carefully chosen to complement the photographs Bernd had selected, both in terms of historical period (early 20th Century), as well as matching a female voice with the portraits, imagining Frau Rethberg lending her voice to the ‘cousins’. The recording was subjected to extensive digital processing\(^{21}\) allowing me to produce heavily abstracted sound events, mainly of two types: waves of sustained blocks of sound occasionally revealing, and continuously transforming Frau Rethberg’s vocal utterances, and short, sharp, snapping noises which were derived from the crackling sounds of the old Gramophone recording. Working with these two groups of sounds I built a collection of sonic events with varying dynamics and spatial movement (left channel, right channel)\(^{22}\). In order to arrange these sound events in such a way that they would conform to the aforementioned palindrome macro-structure of the video, whilst still aiming to produce a distinct musical version for each ‘cousin’ (within a potentially open-ended media installation), I introduced the concept of *local variation*. As a means to quickly create many individual versions of the soundtrack, and to allow for the process of re-ordering sound events to happen in real-time, if that was to be a desired part of the installation, I programmed a Max patch designed to automate the procedure. I settled on the idea of producing controlled variation within segments of 1.15 minutes in length (6 in total for every 7.5 minute version), meaning that each of

\(^{21}\) Various audio processing types of *Freezing and Filtering*.

\(^{22}\) These events would ultimately combine to evoke the particular sound world I had imagined for this composition, in which I hear the dial on an old analogue radio being turned repeatedly, tuning in to voices of the past. Every time the dial is turned one can hear the crackling sounds between stations, until a new voice is found.
the 6 sections contained a collection of distinct samples which were carefully chosen to follow the overall structure of the piece, yet with the internal ordering and layering of sound files left to random procedures. This way, different relationships would form between sounds for each new version of the composition, generating ever-changing sound constructs both with respect to timbre and spatial movement.

The installation was eventually premiered in November 2013 at the Coelner Zimmer gallery in Düsseldorf, Germany. On this occasion, Bernd had decided to limit the number of portraits to 8 contained within a one-hour video loop. For logistical reasons we kept the technical set-up simple by producing 8 different versions of the sound composition prior to the exhibition, adding them to the videos as fixed soundtracks.
2. *Flince* – for piano and electronic sound

2.1 Open Form on a different timescale

Determined to extend the concept I had developed for *Distant Cousins*, that is creating a software environment to support the realisation of open form structures, the aim for my next composition was to make the selection process more complex. Rather than constructing the work from a selection of pre-elaborated sound files, each one being of considerable length, as in the case of *Distant Cousins*, I began to focus my attention on exploring a similar procedure, however within the realm of near-micro sound, i.e. working with very small sonic fragments. By ‘shrinking’ the time scale of the system underlying the selection process, I was able to limit the amount of sizable sound events to just one. A single sound file, no longer than 3-4 minutes, would suffice to provide the sonic material. The idea was to cut this sound file up into short bursts of audio, and have these re-arranged in real-time with the aid of computer software. My intention was to downscale the open form procedure, which had previously governed the structure of *Distant Cousins* at the macro-level (overall shape of the composition), to a smaller time frame. Now, the selection process would happen at near-micro-level (approximately 50 milliseconds to 2 seconds) and form a continuous stream of sound.

I was keen to develop my own software elements for this composition, mainly because it would allow me to better express my own exact technical concept, and not run the risk of being directed towards working in a particular way by using software, which already existed. Since I had already used Max during the realisation of *Distant*
Cousins, and intent on learning more about its potential, I opted to make it part of this project as well.

### 2.2 Technical implementation

As I was learning about various Max objects, there were two distinct ideas crystallising in my mind with regards to the software implementation of my earlier concepts. This led me to write two separate Max patches, both of which have been explained through schematic diagrams and added to the Technical Appendix. Additionally, there are two short videos included with the Resources Appendix showing both Max patches running inside Ableton Live\(^\text{23}\). It is also important to note at this point, that during the programming phase I had decided to widen the scope of this composition by including an instrumental part for piano. This meant that the electronic element of this work would assume a subtler role than previously intended, and turn into the electronic accompaniment for the instrumental score.

### 2.3 Composing the score

In order to further integrate the instrumental part with the electronic accompaniment, in a way that would go beyond simple timbre matching, I decided to have the piano recordings that represented the concrete sonic material for the Max patches also constitute the material origin for the score. In other words, I planned to derive the instrumental score directly from the sound material. I recalled a function in Logic Pro\(^\text{24}\) software called Audio-to-Score, which helps transform an audio recording into musical notation. While the underlying algorithm works best on simple melodic lines

---

23 Digital Audio Workstation (www.ableton.com).
(as in monophonic audio material), I began experimenting with applying this function to the rhythmically rather complex piano recordings I had made previously. Given the nature of these recordings there was no apparent pitch material contained within them for the most part. Instead, there were a great variety of percussive sounds present. Therefore, I focused on utilising this function to generate some sort of rhythmic template for the score. When applying this function to an audio recording, it analyses the audio file for transients (short, high-amplitude sound at the beginning of a waveform), assigning them with dedicated markers generated during the process. An associated MIDI track is created which turns these markers into MIDI notes. These MIDI notes are clearly laid out along Logic Pro’s timeline, while constituting an event independent from the original audio recording, ready for further (MIDI) editing.

![Fig. 2.1: Logic Pro 9 screenshot showing “Transient Markers” lining up with prominent spikes in the sound file.](image)

With the MIDI information, I proceeded to produce the rhythmic ‘skeleton’ for the instrumental part sequencing multiple MIDI regions, which would subsequently be ‘fleshed out’ with pitches. Thus, each transient marker that was converted to a MIDI note would come to represent a single note in the score. The exact position of notes
in the score, their exact placement inside a bar, as well as their individual duration was determined by my choice of quantisation setting in the parameter window of the Audio-to-Score function. I set the global tempo and time signature in Logic Pro at 60 BPM and 4/4 respectively. Therefore, as an example, when the beginning of a sound file was lined up with the beginning of a bar in Logic Pro, and a transient had been detected at precisely 2 seconds after the start of this sound file, with the next transient identified at 3 seconds (i.e. 1 second later), a note was created on the second beat of that bar, and another one on the third beat. Depending on the settings I had chosen for the analysis of a particular audio file, the maximum length of each note could vary. In this example, the note created on the second beat of the bar could be a quarter note, lasting until the next note. Alternatively, with the maximum note length set to a value of an 8th, a quaver note would have been created followed by a quaver rest, and so forth.

Once the rhythmic frame had been created, I proceeded with generating the pitch material. In order to keep the focus on the rhythmically complex structure of the piece, rather than any particular harmonic development, I came to the decision to use all 12 notes of the chromatic scale as equally as possible. This way, I was hoping to direct the listener’s attention primarily towards the elaborate rhythmic formations, while having the pitch collections form an atonal equilibrium to provide the backdrop, avoiding attunement to a particular tonal system. Again, I turned to Logic Pro software for producing the musical elements. This time, all of the MIDI notes, which had been put in place during the previous procedure, were assigned a random pitch each using Logic’s built-in algorithm, all the while maintaining an equal distribution of the 12 chromatic notes. The octave range, and, therefore, the placement of selected
MIDI notes within that range, varied from section to section, as I kept adjusting the parameters for the Logic Pro function. The goal was to create a sense of contour with an overall octave range that was continuously alternating between expansion and compression.

![Fig. 2.2: Flinc first movement, bars 4-9.](image)

At the end of this process, the MIDI score generated was imported to Sibelius software, in which the score layout was refined, including the editing of single pitches where overtly tonal moments had occurred (repeating major/minor triads). At this stage, I also inserted markings for dynamics and phrasing in order to add an expressive character to the work. As such, the score for *Flince* is notated in a fairly conventional way. There are a couple of indications given, i.e. long fermatas and interrupted staves (see Figure 2.2), which are meant to encourage the performer to pause and listen to the electronic part before continuing at their own discretion. These moments were designed to allow for the live electronic part to temporarily come to the fore and reveal itself in more detail, when it is otherwise subordinated to the piano part.
Reflecting on my method of generating the pitch material for *Flin* now, I would compare it to John Cage’s earlier system of ‘indeterminacy with respect to composition’, as epitomized by his *Music of Changes* (1951), albeit without the act of tossing coins to determine pitch, duration and attack, but, instead, using a computer algorithm to make certain choices. As with the Cage piece, the score for *Flin* is fixed, and the open form concept of my Max patches does not translate to the instrumental part with equal vigour when looking at the performance aspect. Of course, that is precisely why Cage himself developed a different technique later on, which would allow him to compose works that remained ‘indeterminate with respect to their performance’, and, thus, grant the performer more freedom during the execution of these works. Having completed the score for *Flin*, I found myself in a similar situation, where I, too, desired more structural flexibility for my instrumental parts. Chapter 3 picks up on that particular point, the idea of extending my earlier concepts of open form into the realm of the musical performer.
3. *Skein* – for clarinet and electronic sound, 
   *Together-Apart* – for piano and electronic sound

3.1 Opening up the score

3.1.1 *Skein*

As mentioned at the end of the previous chapter, I was motivated to apply the open form concepts I had been developing in the electronic parts of my recent compositions with equal commitment in the instrumental writing of my next work, thus granting the performer similar amounts of freedom. Revisiting *Flince* in that respect, could mean allowing the pianist to re-order large chunks of the score as desired; the broken stave notation and long fermatas already helped designate quasi-self-contained sections of piano music. A reworking was also helped by the fact that there was no overarching musical development expressed throughout the structure, at least not in a strict motivic or harmonic sense. In that regard, I could see it work similarly to Henry Cowell’s *Mosaic Quartet* for two violins, viola and cello, written in 1935, in which the five movements of the piece can be played in any desired order, with repetitions of individual movements being encouraged. Here, the shortest movement (i.e. the second) is still 13 bars long, however, lasting more than two minutes. In keeping with the way I had implemented the electronic parts for both *Distant Cousins* and *Flince*, I envisaged for my next composition that it would consist of score fragments of considerably shorter durations, to the point where the performer would be able to shape brief musical phrases, no longer than 10-15 seconds, spontaneously, and make choices on a more local level, i.e. within a narrower time frame. Written approximately two decades after Cowell’s *Mosaic Quartet*, Karlheinz Stockhausen’s *Klavierstück XI* (1956) provided the perfect starting point for my own explorations.
Conceived in ‘mobile form’, *Klavierstück XI* is composed from 19 piano fragments, which have been arranged on a single sheet of paper. While the notation of the individual fragments is precise, including rhythmic and dynamic indications, the order in which they are played is left to the performer’s choice. Despite its polyvalent structure, however, *Klavierstück XI* is “finite”, as Stockhausen’s instruction indicates that the performance shall end as soon as a fragment has been arrived at for the third time. Nonetheless, it does not presuppose that all fragments will have been played twice up to that point, and, therefore, the overall duration of the piece may vary greatly. This concept appealed to me very much, that is, to enable the performer to exercise freedom of choice, and, at the same time, conceive the composition in such a way that it is in itself ‘closed’, limited, governed by an organising rule, and reaching some sort of “conclusion”.\footnote{In *The Poetics of the Open Work* (1989, p. 19), Umberto Eco classifies *Klavierstück XI* and pieces of similar nature as ‘work in movement’, in which “the invitation [i.e. to re-order musical material] offers the performer the chance of an oriented insertion into something which always remains the world intended by the author.”}

I decided to base the pitch material of my new work on a fixed series, as a means to connect the musical fragments coherently with an overriding sense of oneness, as well as to provide an atonal setting. Avoiding any obvious tonal tendencies was important to me, as I believed this to be most conducive to supporting an open form structure.

![Fig. 3.1: Skein series with increasing intervals, V shape superimposed (in red).](image)
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The series itself was inspired by a particular shape, specifically, that of the flying V formation\textsuperscript{26} of geese and ducks, just something I was interested in at the time (see Figure 3.1). It occurred to me that the potential for deriving musical material from this shape could extend to other aspects of the composition, such as dynamics (\textit{crescendo}, \textit{decrescendo}), tempo (\textit{accelerando}, \textit{ritardando}) and internal structure. It would also provide the title for the piece - \textit{Skein}, a word occasionally used to describe the V formation. In order to keep with the symmetrical quality of this shape, I intended to arrange larger sections of \textit{Skein} according to a comparable sense of balance, eager to use graphical details to illustrate and support my intention to compose a work in ‘closed’ open form. As a result, the layout of the score itself has been constructed symmetrically, with an equal number of fragments (13) on each of the two pages, arranged in a way which makes an obvious reference to the shape of both the V formation and the wedge shape of the series. The latter exists in 4 versions in this composition, and they unfold across multiple fragments according to the following design:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{Original} – page 1, top half
  \item \textit{Inversion} – page 1, bottom half
  \item \textit{Retrograde} – page 2, top half
  \item \textit{Retrograde-Inversion} – page 2, bottom half
\end{itemize}

By using the original and retrograde versions on page 1 and page 2 respectively I wanted to further convey the symmetrical concept taken from the original shape of the V formation, since the intervallic progressions were both ‘opening up’ and ‘closing in’ with equal balance. In order to have this aspect of symmetry extend into the performance scenario with greater immediacy, and to establish a causal principle

\textsuperscript{26} The symmetric flight formation of certain migratory birds greatly boosts efficiency in air.
regarding the way in which the individual fragments may be sequenced, I introduced a rule stating that the performer is to play a musical event from page 1 first, followed by a fragment from page 2. Thus, each possible 4-bar sequence performed would itself form a completed version of the causal relations concept between musical materials, already implied by the symmetrical layout of the score, i.e. what “opens up”, “closes in”.

![Musical notation]

**Fig. 3.2: Skein – first four fragments on the top half of page 1.**

Figure 3.2 shows how the series, here in its original form, unfolds across multiple fragments from left to right. Starting with the Bb in the leftmost fragment, the series continues with the B and A in the next event immediately to the right, and then with the C and G#, C# and G in the top one of the two fragments on the right hand side. Note, that I have used grace notes throughout the score, none of which are actually derived from the main series, and, as such, function as embellishments to the longer notes. These longer notes can be seen as structural pillars (or ‘serial anchors’) projecting the main series across multiple fragments. Note also, how dynamics and tempo markings were used to articulate the shape, which is governing the series, resulting in increasing loudness and increasing tempo (*accel.*). Indeed, the intervals between those notes forming the grace note embellishments are progressively
widening, which, again, expresses the V shape. On page 2 of the score these features have been reversed, using the series in its inverted form, the opposite outcome is achieved, a ‘closing in’. Of course, during a performance the series is ‘broken apart’ due to the open form nature of the work, at which point it becomes evident that it (the series) was used only as a pragmatic means to make note-to-note decisions during the composition process. Regardless of the expected ‘dismantling’ of the series on a local level, the global atonal balance of the piece is kept, as all fragments will have been played eventually during the performance of Skein, and that is what I set out to do at the beginning.

3.1.2 Together-Apart

Aiming to expand on the concept of composing score fragments, as I had done for Skein, I opted for my next piece to return to writing for the piano. Realising that the conventional way of scoring piano music, employing both treble and bass clef, would allow me to add complexity to the choice process for the performer, I decided to break with standard piano notation and separate the two clefs from each other, essentially scoring both left and right hand parts as standalones. As a consequence, the performer would be in the position to not only re-order set piano events, as in the case with Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI, but also have a major influence on the inner structure of the fragments themselves, and determine the contrapuntal relationships between the two hands. In praxis, this posed a particular challenge. A traditional paper score would not allow the performer to quickly combine the various left- and right-hand fragments and arrange them in a way where they would assume the conventional layout of a piano score, with the treble staff at the top and the bass staff at the bottom. This, however, would have to be a necessary arrangement, if the
performer was to be able to read the score comfortably. Cutting out the fragments from the paper score prior to the performance would also defeat the idea of making spontaneous decisions. In order to overcome this technical challenge, I imagined that a tablet device would provide an ideal solution. With a screen big enough to display a musical score with sufficient detail, and with the interactive nature of its multi-touch surface, a regular iPad would easily be able to take the place of a conventional paper score. Turning to Max once again in order to prototype my idea, I set out to programme the basic mechanism of this interactive score. The concept for the design was quite simple, namely, to have all available fragments for both left and right hand be visible in a reduced size on the iPad screen. The performer would be able to select any fragment by touching the thumbnail image, upon which the score event would be moved into the centre of the screen and be presented in a larger size, whilst also maintaining the conventional treble and bass clef layout. Ultimately, my goal was to have the programme run natively on an iPad, which would mean doing additional computer programming at a later stage. For the time being, I used the Mira App\textsuperscript{27}, which, as the name suggests, allows for certain elements of a Max patch to be shown on an iPad, which has to be connected to a computer over a wireless network. In turn, the touch screen of the iPad allows information to be triggered inside the Max patch, which is why the App proved useful for my interactive score. Running the patch for Together-Apart in Presentation Mode, I was able to have only those Max elements displayed on the iPad, which formed the Graphical User Interface (i.e. the score), and these were predominantly objects (i.e. \textit{fpic}) holding the images of the score fragments.

\textsuperscript{27} \textit{Mira} is distributed by Cycling '74, a company who creates and sells software, including Max.
In a similar way to *Skein*, the idea for organising the pitch material in *Together-Apart* was derived directly from the title of the composition. In the latter, the intervals of the minor and major second became pivotal in creating a 12-tone row (i.e. minor second = “together”, major second = “apart”), which was used in various formations to compose the different piano fragments.

![Fig. 3.3: 1 of a total of 12 tone row versions used for the Treble fragments.](image)

Figure 3.3 shows how the tone row was ‘assembled’ by devising three serial four-note cells, all with the same internal intervallic configuration, featuring the semitone – tone ascent, and a preceding tritone to complete the sequence. By changing the order of the three cells and making use of all of the possible permutations, I was able to produce six different tone rows, and then six more, after subjecting the first six versions to the process of mirror inversion. Unlike *Skein*, where single tone rows were expanding across multiple fragments of the score, for *Together-Apart* I decided that the fragments would form self-sufficient little units with greater chromatic autonomy, meaning that now each fragment was composed from an entire tone row. Hence, the 12 versions already generated gave me 12 distinct treble events, and by applying retrograde and retrograde-inversion techniques to those, the result was providing a further 12 versions used as the basis for 12 bass fragments.
In order to introduce even more flexibility with regards to the left hand - right hand synchronisation, I scored the music without specifying exact time/note values (unlike Skein), but, instead, used a kind of proportional notation, where differently sized gaps between notes indicate variable durations, to be interpreted by the performer (see Figure 3.4). This way, particular harmonies (chords) or contrapuntal lines could emerge, simply by treating the ‘time stretch factor’ of the treble and bass fragments independently. I envisaged that this approach could be pushed to the point where, for example, two fragments of one hand could be played in the space of only one fragment of the other hand. Given that in Together-Apart there are obvious simultaneities of more than two pitches both within one hand and between two hands, harmonies form spontaneously during a performance, facilitated by the Open Form aspect of the composition. Rather than planning for any particular chords to occur when combining specific treble and bass fragments, my intention was, just as with Skein, to ensure that there would be a chromatic balance throughout the piece without any tonal tendencies. Since each of the fragments in Together-Apart use a complete 12-tone row, instead of just part of it, I feel that this balance has been achieved with greater consistency, when compared to Skein, as there is a more even circulation of all 12 pitches.
3.2 The electronic accompaniment

Both *Skein* and *Together-Apart* feature an electronic accompaniment. In both cases electronic sounds are played back indiscriminately. These sounds comprise a collection of sizable instrumental samples (5-15 seconds long, for both clarinet and piano) that I recorded specifically for these two compositions. Subjecting these samples to some basic sound transformations, including *filtering* and *freezing*, produced all of the finished electronic sounds. My aim was to create a thicker texture for what were, essentially, two works for solo instruments, and, given their fragmented, open form nature, to ensure the uninterrupted and smooth flow of sonic events throughout the performance. While the sound events for *Skein* reveal parts from the original score, allowing for an ad hoc, two-line counterpoint to emerge between the live instrument and the electronic complement, the samples used for *Together-Apart* were of a ‘noisier’ (i.e. non-pitched), more percussive character, derived from recordings of a piano soundboard. The way, in which the sample playback was organised in both compositions, was very similar. For *Skein*, I created a system\(^{28}\), which was based on the idea of variability of *playback frequency*, meaning that, as the piece progressed, the timing with which the samples were triggered gradually intensified, producing a busier, denser texture. After a certain period this process would be reversed, and then, over the same time span as before, the sample playback would return to being less intense again. This procedure was another direct expression of the V shape, which had already been used as a template for various musical items in the score for *Skein*, as well as for the general aspect of symmetry.

---

\(^{28}\) The Technical Appendix includes a schematic diagram explaining the *Skein* Max patch. Also, there is a short video included with the Resources Appendix showing the Skein programme running on an iPhone.
between fragments as expressed through an equal sense of expansion and reduction (i.e. < >).

3.3 The ease of iOS

The technical setup for Together-Apart as described above is considerable. One needs a computer running the Max patch, as well as and an iPad, which is connected wirelessly to that computer. On top of that, the Mira App needs to be installed on the iPad, which has to be purchased first. This poses a problem, if the person, wanting to rehearse the piece at home, has not got these items available. Therefore, it was my intention from the outset to create an iOS app from my Max patch, and make it available for free to anyone interested in performing the piece, in which case they would be able to simply download the app from the Apple App Store. Currently, there exists a particular protocol, which has to be followed when submitting mobile apps to the official App Store, in order to make sure they comply with Apple’s guidelines. Furthermore, source coding is required when building the app. Especially with regards to the latter, I did not have the necessary experience to proceed swiftly with the development. For that reason, I enlisted the help of an expert app developer at Red Ninja Studios, a technology company based in Liverpool, which specialises in making games and mobile apps. Taking my own concept and design for Together-Apart as the blueprint for the new mobile app, the people at Red Ninja Studios were able to quickly build an iOS version for release on the App Store.
Realising how the power of mobile devices can be harnessed in the context of a musical performance, running custom electronics parts specific to individual compositions, and how they now offer a technically viable and convenient alternative to laptops, I began researching similar projects by other composers. One composer, in particular, caught my attention. His name is Hans Tutschku, and he has been working as a composition professor at Harvard University since 2004. Tutschku first used mobile devices in his 2010 work *Irrgärten* for 2 pianos and live-electronics, to play back prepared sounds, and the idea for it seemed to stem from the desire, similar to mine, to enhance accessibility to the electronics part for the performer, and thereby improve rehearsal conditions. He has employed mobile devices in several other works since then, and has given this method of working a name, calling it ‘easy electronics’. Intent on exploring the capacity of mobile devices for the provision of the electronics parts in mixed music works further, I began looking at options, other
than coding, which would allow me to be more self-sufficient in implementing custom software on such devices. I discovered a free mobile app called MobMuPlat\textsuperscript{29}, which allows the user to run Pure Data\textsuperscript{30} patches on their smartphones and tablets. A dedicated editor programme is available to create a user interface, which provides the front end for the Pure Data patch and the mobile device hosts all files associated with the patch, including any sound files. Although the distribution of electronics parts to performers, wanting to rehearse a new work, is slightly more complex using this format than a simple App Store download, it still offers the convenience of being portable, compact and interactive.

In order to put MobMuPlat to the test, I decided to revisit Skein and try to implement the electronics part for an iPhone. The Resources Appendix includes two short videos demonstrating the Together-Apart app running on an iPad, and the Skein PD patch running inside the MobMuPlat app on an iPhone.

3.4 Performer Contribution

In both works, Skein and Together-Apart, the collaborative aspect between composer and performer is of much greater importance than in Flinc. Extending the open form ideas I had developed for the electronic parts in earlier pieces to the scores of Skein and Together-Apart, my aim was to invite the performer to make a more significant contribution to the realisation of the work, and to allow for their influence on the composition to be much stronger.

\textsuperscript{29}MobMuPlat is developed and distributed by Daniel Iglesia at Iglesia Intermedia (iglesiaintermedia.com).

\textsuperscript{30}Pure Data is a graphical programming environment, the core of which is written and maintained by Miller S. Puckette.
After Per had recorded *Together-Apart* I arranged an interview with him, interested to find out how he thought the piece sounded like, how he felt when playing it, whether he saw any advantages or disadvantages of particular notational constructs, and what he felt he had contributed to the work. I transcribed the interview, originally recorded on November 6\textsuperscript{th} 2015, and the discussion Per and I had had about his experience playing the piece is presented in the following. I started off the interview by asking him about his first impressions of the composition:

**Per:** I thought it was really interesting to do this, because it is way out of my normal comfort zone to do what we did there. When I first saw the material I was trying to play literally what was there, and try to look at the [note] distances, and do the timings, but it all sounded a bit mechanical and unmusical to me. […] I was kind of surprised when you said to me how much freedom I had to make it into a performance both in terms of what order I played it in but also that I could put varying dynamics in, I could play one hand if I wanted to, even repeat sections.

**M:** That was at our first meeting, right? That was before I finalised the performance notes, which subsequently addressed those things, like playing one fragment at a time, stretching the timing, and so on. So, with the performance notes in place it makes more sense?

**Per:** Yes, absolutely. I liked about it, as well, that we worked together, that you took some of my suggestions on board.

From a purely practical point of view, I really like the idea of making an improvisation, in a sense, […] but I found it a bit problematic in terms of preparation, because I am used to notate my music, writing in fingerings, and
planning things, and [with Together-Apart] it isn’t possible to write on the score with the way the app is now. Also, because there are so many [score] permutations I need a little time to reflect on [the selection], and decide how I am going to interpret it, and actually play it. For me, that process took a bit of time. In a concert situation I think it would be quite stressful for me to look at the stuff, decide how to do it, get my hands ready, and keep going through that process for 10-15 minutes.

**M:** *Improvisation* is quite a big term. What specifically do you think you are improvising with in Together-Apart?

**Per:** The interpretation of what you have written. I was trying to be faithful to the pitch and the ideas you put down. The reason I am using the term [improvisation] is because you are giving me much more freedom than I am used to.

**M:** So, the score I am providing you with is, in fact, quite ‘strict’ in terms of the material presented, and the perceived freedom is felt in the context of you being used to having everything written out completely?

**Per:** Yes, and I am used to re-creating, usually, while this is almost like Jazz music where you find your own way through the piece.

**M:** How did you find your way through this piece?

**Per:** By preparing it. In a concert situation, for lots of practical issues, I would prefer to either have it written on a paper score with my annotations, although, in principle, I like the idea of selecting fragments randomly, or find a different way of using the app. That could, for example, mean that the app itself decides which score fragments are put together, and I just press a pedal.
to advance to the next combination. Also, a bigger screen would help me personally.

M: Given these practical issues, and the fair amount of practicing and rehearsing you did beforehand, how much did it actually feel like you were performing ‘in the moment’? Did it feel like it could have gone anywhere at any moment?

Per: Yes. If I had recorded it again it would have sounded completely different. It was very improvised from that point of view. You gave me a lot of freedom to form my own musical opinions. I could really do things radically different with it […], but, at the same time, I wanted to stay faithful to your material. Combining the two was a challenge, but I really enjoyed that.

M: The formal aspect of this piece is such that you can chose score fragments in any order. How does your contribution to the work go beyond that?

Per: I felt very much part of the compositional process, and I was surprised that you gave me ‘permission’ to be so radical in my interpretation of the work. I am used to Mozart, Chopin, etc, where you try to stay very faithful to what is on the page. In Together-Apart my contribution is much more pronounced in terms of rhythm, tempo, dynamics, articulation, pedalling. For me, these are major things. I think if you got another pianist to play this you would still recognise it as your piece, but it wouldn’t sound anything like I was playing. However, you are setting the whole framework for this. You created the whole concept. I am playing your dots. I think, essentially, it is the same as when I play a Beethoven sonata. I bring in my interpretation within the parameters of the [given] style. It would be a lot easier to recognise
a Beethoven sonata compared to your piece, though, because the interpretation and notation in *Together-Apart* is much freer.

**M:** Speaking of *dots*; in terms of notation, is there anything you thought that worked well, or didn’t work well?

**Per:** I was comfortable with what you had done. The only thing that gave me pause for thought is that sometimes there were contrary instructions with regard to dynamics, and it was a little tricky if there was one particular dynamic marking for one hand, and a different one for the other hand. Also, I used a lot of pedal to play some of it, and when it specifies *staccato* you have to interpret it a slightly different way, so, rather than short, discreet sounds, it is more to do with how I actually play the keys. Debussy uses *staccato* in a similar way. He doesn’t always want a short note, but a particular touch. […] Regarding the proportional notation, I took quite a few liberties in deciding how to play that. It had the advantage of being more flexible with the timing between left and right hand and creating sync-points.

**M:** For me, the openness in this piece in terms of its structure and notation forms a big part of its identity. I am still trying to work out, however, if, by granting the performer this level of freedom, I am, at the same time, undermining the composer’s influence?

**Per:** I think this is quite a familiar problem for composers, that once they have finished the composition and give it to performers it changes. You have to accept that the piece changes its character once other people get their hands on it, and it might sound quite different in some respects to what you imagined. […] But it doesn’t change the authorship as far as I’m concerned.
M: What did you think of the electronic accompaniment?

Per: I thought it was interesting, as a backdrop, but because it wasn’t tuned, and because it wasn’t very intrusive, or loud, it didn’t particularly change my interpretation of anything, only to the extent that while I was not playing I might delay if there was something interesting happening in the background; but not while I was playing.

M: And, of course, it wasn’t a true interaction anyway, but more a re-action on your part to the electronic sounds. The electronic system itself didn’t respond to whatever you were doing. How, would you say, did the score and the electronic part work together?

Per: I think, essentially, there were two uncoordinated things happening at the same time, and it added to the richness of the piece, but the electronic backdrop didn’t particularly inform my interpretation, other than when something dramatic was happening with the sound, in which case I would give it some space.

The last point Per makes is an important one, and it supports my original concept for the piece as something that explores duality, rather than interactivity; the duality of pitch - noise (score - electronic sounds), fluency - rigidity, man - machine. My bias, in the end, is towards the human player as the one who stands out, as the one who is expressive in the moment, and this comes out of the score material. The section between 4.30 and 7 minutes in the recording of *Together-Apart* is a good example of this. Per plays quite animatedly, with purpose, and with considerable dynamic range, while the electronic accompaniment provides a noisy backdrop with sounds ranging

31 See Resources Appendix
from a quiet mechanical rattle to a slightly more persistent and unnerving racket. At times, he leaves deliberate and pronounced gaps between score fragments (up to 10 seconds), allowing the electronic sounds to fill out the acoustic space. Ultimately, it is the piano part, however, that assumes prominence, because of Per’s delivery.

Per talks about ‘permission’, the feeling that he was granted considerable freedom in interpreting the score material, but, of course, this has to be considered in the context of his classical background. When writing the score for Together-Apart, and, indeed, all of the other instrumental pieces in the portfolio, I was primarily composing with trained musicians in mind, players who would not necessarily have a lot of experience in free improvisation. Consequently, for all their structural openness, my scores still offer notational detail, which gives especially the classical performer something to hold on to, while they are negotiating the various aspects of open form and free tempo. Due to Per’s preparation prior to the recording of Together-Apart his performance is highly animated and full of intention. A good amount of preparation is needed ahead of performing this work, without a doubt, in particular with regards to the way in which the left and the right hand are treated independently in the score. This poses a clear challenge to the player, and creates a complex performance situation, which may not be fully conducive to making structural decisions ‘in the moment’. Instead, the player may be inclined to arrange certain score combinations ahead of performance, and generally leave the order of combinations and the timing between those flexible. Thus, the performer’s judgement, and therefore aesthetic contribution, extends outside the performance scenario and already manifests itself during a prolonged preparatory phase.
4. *Closer* – for violin, cello and electronic sound;  
  *39* – for 10-piece ensemble and electronic sound

4.1 A particular type of Open Form

As my research into open form practice broadened, I was bound to encounter the work of one specific composer, and that composer was Earle Brown. Brown was very influential on my own compositions at a point when I was looking for new ways to progress from my recent open form works (*Skein* and *Together-Apart*). One of Brown’s pieces, in particular, called *Times Five* for five instruments and four-channel tape (1963) had a big impact on my evolving notion of open form, specifically, how a composer could retain greater control of the overall dimensions of a piece, while still involving the performer in the decision making process. *Times Five* is composed in five sections, each lasting for several minutes, and all of them are to be performed in chronological order. However, within sections 3 and 4, the instrumental parts are comprised of shorter fragments, which can be ordered and combined freely, thus creating varying textures and densities during the performance. Sections 1 and 2 are ‘open’ primarily in terms of timing as expressed through the use of proportional notation. The tape part is completely fixed, and in the accompanying performance notes Brown describes it as an “unchanging ground upon which the live material is superimposed”\(^32\). A conductor is needed to cue the different instrumental sections, and have these coincide with the corresponding sections of the tape part. It is also the conductor, who decides how the instrumental fragments should be combined in sections 3, 4 and 5, and then communicates these combinations to the performers by hand. When comparing *Times Five* to *Klavierstück XI* (as a point of reference for my

---

\(^{32}\) Earle Brown, 1963, p. 1
previous interest), or my own *Together-Apart* (itself a response to Stockhausen’s piece), the differences in approach to structural design become apparent. All three pieces are open form compositions, yet they differ profoundly with regards to their trajectory in time. Both *Klavierstück XI* and *Together-Apart* belong to the *multi-valent* type of open form, while, as I see it, *Times Five* by Earle Brown falls into the *variable form* category, as the composer sets the overall direction of the piece. Having composed *Skein* and *Together-Apart* basing both on very similar structural concepts, my aim was to exact more directional control in my next work.

4.2 Maintaining a ‘macro’ view

The scores for both *Closer* and 39 are organized in such a way that the performance is steered in a predetermined direction. Similar to Brown’s *Times Five*, both pieces consist of several timed sections arranged into a fixed order. Within these sections, however, the musical fragments are subject to ad hoc re-ordering and repetition as decided by the performer. The electronic accompaniment in both compositions includes instrumental sounds matching those of the live parts, and the playback of these samples follows the sectional design of the score, while leaving the local sequencing indiscriminate. In *Closer*, the choice of pitch material for each section supports the overarching sense of progression. Again, I made use of the wedge shape series first employed in *Skein*, this time, however, dividing it systematically between the violin and the cello, thus providing each instrument with its own 6-note tone row. I chose the retrograde version of the original *Skein* series, and figure 4.1 shows how I separated the constituent pitches for the two instrumental parts producing an intervallic progression from wide to narrow.
Thus, the concept of overall structural directionality, as expressed through ordered sections, is mirrored by the serial development of pitches between instruments. Not only do the two instruments follow the order of their own tone row, but, in doing so, they concurrently move towards a specific position where the interval between them has been reduced to a semitone (Bb, B), completing the mutual approach. In each of the six sections in Closer the focus is on one of the six pitches of the series, respective for each instrument. These individual pitches function as ‘beacons’ across the entire piece outlining the fundamental direction taken, with additional pitch and noise material serving as local embellishments. This is quite similar to the way I composed the score for Skein, the difference being that the little fragments in Closer are less fully articulated musical phrases, but more instrumental ‘activities’, which constitute an altogether ‘noisier’ (i.e. non-pitched) sound world.

The pitch material for 39 was developed, again, with direct reference to the title of the composition, however, it does not support the work’s sense of direction to the same degree as in Closer. Still, in 39 I also worked with timed sections, which follow a specific order, and the increased ensemble size (10 players) allowed me to explore different instrumental combinations for different segments. Thus, I was able to shape
a global arrangement with varying instrumental densities in predetermined constellations, while, once more, involving the performers in the local decision-making. As is the case with *Closer*, in the score for *39* I made use of proportional notation, adding durational indeterminacy to the open-order aspect of the short fragments. Unlike *Closer*, however, the pitch distribution in *39* tends towards the chromatically balanced when regarding it on a per section basis, meaning that there is a quicker ‘turnaround’ of all 12 pitches. I divided the chromatic scale into four three-note mini-series33 (see figure 4.2), and these were generally circulated across the instrumental parts with the aforementioned sectional 12-tone balance in mind. This could manifest itself in a combinatorial manner, as in sections 2 and 3, where all four available series are present, however, with only one tone row (i.e. three pitches) per instrument (or per two instruments, as in the cello and bass parts in section 2), or in a way where all four series can be found in every single instrumental part, as, for example, in sections 4 and 5. Of course, due to the open form nature of the piece there is less of a combinatorial effect in the latter two sections, as the same pitch class may occur in close proximity between instruments, possibly even sounding simultaneously, depending on how the performers choose to order the fragments.

![Fig. 4.2: The four mini-series used for the melodic material in 39.](image)

For the most part, I used the original and retrograde versions of each tone row, although local deviations do occur where I decided to change a particular note order

33 Starting with C, counting up 3 (D) and 9 (G#) steps respectively yielded the 1st series (C, D, G#). Beginning with C# on the 2nd count (3 and 9 steps) produced a 2nd 3-note tone row. The remaining 2 series were devised in a similar manner.
to suit the desired melodic flow. The third fragment in the flute part in section 4 is one such example. Here, the order of the original series (F, G, Bb) was modified to accommodate a descending melodic line, having the F and G swap positions. I took similar liberties for several other segments in the score, making sure I remained satisfied with the approximately equal rotation of all 12 pitches.

4.3 Devising a cueing system

The electronic parts for both Closer and 39 express the same concept of variable form as that applied to the instrumental parts. They consist of recordings I made of myself playing a selection of string and percussion instruments producing similar sounds to the ones found in the scored fragments. I created audio samples of variable length and organised them into different groups in order to support the sectional arrangement of the piece. For each section there is a matched selection of sound files, the playback order of which is has been kept variable, much like their instrumental counterparts.

Fig. 4.3: Max patch for Closer in Presentation Mode. At this point, there are 58 seconds remaining in section 3.
Furthermore, the same Max patch that is responsible for the sample playback according to the timed sections, is also acting as a real-time cueing system telling the performer when to move on to the next part. Effectively, this eliminates the need for a conductor as the person who keeps track of the timing during a performance, as is the case in Earle Brown’s *Times Five* (and several other works of his). Of course, with regards to *Times Five*, the conductor plays a further role, which goes beyond simple time keeping, and that is to choose combinations of different score fragments for different sections, thereby taking responsibility for the unfolding texture instruments. In both *Closer* and *39* this responsibility has been transferred to the performer who will decide, section-by-section, in which order to play the available fragments and, time permitting, whether or not to repeat any. This way, the performer is required to listen much more attentively not only to the other players, responding to their choice of material, but also to the variable sound accompaniment that will provide ‘sonic cues’ to which the musicians may react to individually. As a result, sonic textures, and, indeed, harmonic constellations, form spontaneously, with the interaction between performer and electronic accompaniment taking place in the moment, leading to unpredicted sound assemblages, albeit with predetermined textural characteristics.

The samples used in the electronic parts for both *Closer* and *39* were left largely unprocessed. My intention was to blend the prepared sound files with the live instruments in a way that would blur the lines between the sound sources (i.e. live instruments and electronics), to the point where the listener would not necessarily be able to tell the point of origin for individual sounds, i.e. performer or computer. To aid the effectiveness of the sonic blend, the technical setup for both pieces specifies
that small powered speakers should be used for sound projection, and that those speakers should be placed in close proximity to the ensemble, on the floor, possibly even amongst the players (certainly for 39). In the case of a live performance this would help create a setting where the electronic sounds emanate from within the ensemble itself, suggesting these sounds might be the result of players’ instrumental activities rather than of computer assisted sample playback. Furthermore, embedding the speakers within the ensemble during a live performance would address the possible issue of a clear physical and visual separation between players and electronics (i.e. speakers). This is a sight not uncommon in performances of mixed music works, and it may, on occasion, prevent a proper integration of the two, not just in terms of acoustics, but also regarding an ‘equal status’ within the work (i.e. performers: centre stage, electronics/speakers: either side of performers, off-centre).
5. Hope Street – for four instruments and soundscape;  
I Can Feel His Mouth – for female voice, piano and electronic sound;  
Hidden Within – for cello and electronic sound

5.1 Beyond the “Open”

Having only recently introduced more controlled elements into my compositions by adopting the variable form concept (Closer, 39), I decided to answer’s Aarhus Unge Tonekunstneres (AUT, Denmark) 2014 Open Call, [OpenScores], and effectively change course slightly, pushing my idea of open form towards the notion of (a more radical) musical indeterminacy. The open call stated the

[…] wish to contribute to the further development of an exiting field by inviting composers and artists to create new works that push the boundaries of what the musical score can be.

The instrumentation had been left unspecified, with only the number of performers set, i.e. four, allowing for the unrestrained exploration of graphic notation. With my newly emerging interest in Earle Brown’s music still informing a large part of my ongoing research into open forms, I was, of course, familiar with his famous graphic notation work December 1952, a collection of 31 vertical and horizontal lines of varying length and thickness, all arranged on a single page, with no specific instructions as to the way these shapes should be performed. Inspired to give my new score a similarly elegant appearance, yet intent on retaining directional control overall, and managing basic aspects of timing and pitch, I remembered one of Morton Feldman’s ‘graph’ compositions called Projection II (1951) for flute, trumpet, piano,
violin and cello. In this work, Feldman uses boxes of different shapes, whose horizontal and vertical placement on a custom ‘stave’ gives basic (and persistently vague) indications relating to the performance of the musical material with regards to register (pitch), simultaneities (chords) and timing. Blending these two concepts I produced a score which would at once represent my most extreme attempt at performer involvement in the decision making process when realising the musical work (here extended to matters of pitch and harmony), as well as my continuing concern with controlling the overall shape and direction of the composition, as expressed in my recent pieces.

The title *Hope Street* is taken from a well-known place in Liverpool, and, as was the case in several of my other compositions, it directly informed the musical content of the work. As a location, Hope Street, and its immediate neighbourhood, can be represented graphically in form of a street map, and I imagined that this would offer a fitting starting point for my graphic score. I decided to devise custom staves, similar in conception to the ones Morton Feldman had employed in his early *Projection* pieces, that would allow me to work with broad divisions of instrumental register within which pitches were left unspecified, while still accommodating general melodic contour. In *Hope Street*, each of the four instruments has its own stave, each stave is divided into three equal registers (low, mid, high), and each player is asked to appropriate those for their own instrument. The way I went about deriving actual musical events for the graphic score from ‘Hope Street’ as an urban space was to take a snapshot of the street (and the surrounding area) on Google Maps, and then set that image as a background layer behind my custom staves (see figure 5.1). I proceeded to trace various elements of the map, such as street names, street outlines, etc, using
lines, note heads and other symbols of varying size and width. The same Google Map image was used throughout the entire score, progressively more ‘shared’ between instruments as the piece went on. For example, on page 1 each instrument has its own instance of the snapshot, albeit in a version that is distinct from the others, as a result of using four different rotations.

Fig 5.1: *Hope Street*, page 3 of the ‘composing score’, showing the Google Maps backdrop.

Consequently, when reading the score from left to right, each player is setting off on their own ‘musical walk’ through the area of Hope Street, proceeding from four different cardinal directions. On page 2, however, the same rotation is shared between two instruments (the image is stretched across two adjacent staves), meaning that two groups of two instruments are moving towards each other from opposite directions, while, on page 3, there is just one instance of the map image which is stretched across all four staves (see figure 5.1). By employing various degrees of
stretch when using the Google image the details on the map changed (i.e. expanded), and thus presented an altered landscape, which, in turn, yielded new events to be traced with various symbols, as discussed above.

In order to further support the realisation of this composition, as one to ‘express’ a specific urban space, I made the decision to add to the instrumental parts a field recording of the actual place (Hope Street). This electroacoustic part is implemented in two ways: firstly, a four-channel version exists which has the four speakers set up so that they surround the audience and place the listener ‘inside’ the city space; the second is a stereo version which is played back through two small active speakers placed amongst the ensemble, following the same concept of ‘physical integration’ already explored in my two previous works (Closer, 39). I programmed a Max patch for the playback of the environmental sound, as well as for providing information about timing, i.e. current page and time elapsed, thus creating a performance situation, in which the performer does not rely on a conductor, but is presented with an electronic cueing system (as already discussed in Chapter 4) to keep all players ‘in sync’.

5.2 Time to readjust

When the opportunity arose to contribute musically to the Ulysses Project, organized within the English department at the University of Liverpool, and, essentially, celebrating and re-appraising James Joyce’s 1922 modernist novel of the same name\textsuperscript{34}, I saw it as a chance to return to a mode of composition, in which I could re-claim control over the musical material written (especially relating to pitch), having

\textsuperscript{34} (itself a reference to Homer’s Odyssey)
just pushed myself into the direction of greater indeterminacy with *Hope Street*. Furthermore, setting some of Joyce’s text to music would allow me to compose my first work for voice. I was still keen to make use of proportional notation in the score, not only to retain the temporal flexibility of my previous piece, but also because I imagined it would fit perfectly with Joyce’s famous stream-of-consciousness technique, which lacks any form of punctuation, and which he employs in the final episode of the book. Thus, it was the final episode that I turned to for the lyrical content of my piece. (The actual selection of text I used for this composition was made by a colleague in the English department after I had asked him to put together a choice of paragraphs.) Here, Molly Bloom, one of the central protagonists in the book, recalls past lovers and admirers of hers while lying in bed next to her husband. Joyce loosely based Molly’s character on that of Penelope in *Odyssey*, Odysseus faithful wife, who resolutely denies her suitors during her husband’s absence. Molly’s character, however, seemed to have a darker quality to it, and it was this discrepancy which I sought out to explore musically. In *I Can Feel His Mouth* I used the female voice part to articulate Molly’s thoughts, passionate, emotionally charged, while having the piano part represent the more ‘morally secure’ disposition of Penelope. In order to express the latter, I conceived a ‘symmetrically stable’ chord (the *Penelope chord*) for the piano part (see figure 5.2), which would function as the underlying stillness, steady, and almost predictable in its nature, atop of which the more expressive vocal line could freely unfold. In order to create textural variation, the piano chord was used in many different inversions and with shifting octave placement of pitches, producing a sense of slow movement, albeit one without any harmonic functionality. It was important to me that the voice part would not develop completely independently from the piano part, but that there would be points of
convergence throughout the piece with both elements synchronizing, thus conveying the parallels of their literary counterparts (i.e. Molly and Penelope). In the score I used dotted vertical lines in order to coordinate points of common departure (after which each player would follow their own sense of timing) and various musical material, which was intended to be played ‘together’.

Fig. 5.2: the ‘Penelope chord’, a “symmetrically stable” internal tritone interval between D and G# (halfway point in the octave) with an added semitone on either side.

I took the idea for the vertical lines from Morton Feldman’s *De Kooning* (1963) in which he uses them to sequence the note order between instruments within a non-metrical context, and also to designate simultaneities of different instrumental parts. In *I Can Feel His Mouth*, the vertical lines were employed primarily to re-synchronise the two performers after having both follow their own internal tempo within the eight 1-minute sections. Returning to the subject of how I organized the pitch material in this composition, the part of the female voice uses the remaining eight pitches from the chromatic scale (I had already used four pitches for the *Penelope chord*, C#, D, G# and A). To that extent, I created a combinatorial environment, in which both instrumental parts use mutually exclusive pitch material, the idea being that this is expressing the seeming moral divide between the two literary characters. As the piece continues, however, both voice and piano begin to absorb pitches from each other’s sets leading to the emergence of shared material, first occurring at the beginning of section 5, where a C is introduced into the piano part. Similar to the way I had worked out a method of synchronising the two instrumental parts in time
through the use of vertical lines, this development pitch cross-over was intended to ‘synchronise’ the two musical parts, that is to reveal (metaphorically) glimpses of a shared personality between Molly and Penelope.

Unlike in my previous two compositions *Closer* and *39*, there is no overt open form aspect in *I Can Feel His Mouth*; instead, the main focus is on the ‘elastic’ nature of the rhythm (as implied by the use of proportional notation), which, ultimately, serves the same purpose, namely that of greater freedom for the musician in making decisions relating to the performance. In the end, it also facilitates my continued desire to not have two performances of the same piece sound exactly alike, and to put myself in the position where I want to be surprised by what the performer has to contribute to the realisation of the composition.

### 5.3 Ongoing investigations

Towards the end of my PhD studies the opportunity arose to write a piece for cello and have it recorded by visiting cellist Hilary Browning from the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra. Gladly, I took up the offer to present a short piece for this occasion and build on the open form concepts I had developed for earlier works and explore them in new combinations. As part of my continuing interest in open form composition, *Hidden Within* for cello and electronic sound blends various ideas from some of my previous compositions. It combines the multi-valent aspect of *Skein* and *Together-Apart* with the proportional notation I first introduced in *Closer*, as well as elements of graphical notation, which I first used in *Hope Street*. Also, as already done when composing *Flinch*, I used computer software to generate pitch material, based on the audio analysis of samples I recorded myself.
In preparing *Hidden Within* I discovered a collection of unused viol samples, originally recorded for the electronic part of *Closer*. I decided to make those the starting point for the cello score, and to also have them provide the electronic accompaniment, thus extending the sound world of the cello with that of another related stringed instrument. I used Melodyne\(^{35}\) to explore a variety of viol samples and managed to extract pitch information from the various sounds contained in them. By grouping together successive pitches into short sequences of notes, and ‘translating’ the different sized gaps between these notes into proportional notation, I was able to create musical phrases of relatively short durations, which, in turn, produced a selection of score fragments.

---

\(^{35}\) A software application for the analyses of pitch and timing in audio files (www.celemony.com)
Fig. 5.3: Partial view of a viol sample inside Melodyne; the waveforms at the bottom represent the different notes contained in the audio sample, their relative amplitudes and placement in time. Even with “non-musical” samples, like the noisy sounds I recorded on the viol, the software is quite good at detecting fundamental tones, which can then be displayed as musical notation (see top of the screenshot).

Unlike *Flince*, for which the pitch material had been generated using algorithms in Logic Pro, the musical notes for *Hidden Within* were already contained within the original viol samples themselves. They were merely revealed by Melodyne through audio analysis. Similar to *Flince*, however, I made sure that the note combinations I chose for *Hidden Within* were not of any particular tonal reference, and that all twelve notes of the chromatic scale were present in the score. There is, nevertheless, a clear bias towards the two pitch classes of F# and G in this piece, which is a result of their frequent occurrence in the analysed audio files. In order to provoke noisy, rough,
tumultuous sounds from the cellist during performance, I added a number of graphical elements to the musical score. I created these by slightly modifying a screenshot of a Melodyne ‘note waveform’ selection (representing one of my viol samples) and superimposing it onto the cello part in Sibelius. My intention was to have these “extended” sounds blend with the electronic part, with the intention that the listener would find themselves in a curious situation where it is not easy to distinguish between live performer and computer as the musical source.36

The electronic accompaniment was implemented using Max and is a fairly straightforward affair. Prepared sounds37 of varying dynamics and texture are selected randomly from a sizeable collection of samples. These are distributed across three audio buffers and, depending on the samples chosen, the overlapping of various sounds will produce textures of shifting densities. As with my previous mixed music compositions, the electronic part is produced to also act as a sonic ‘springboard’ for the performer, allowing him/her to draw inspiration for their own instrumental activities from it, even if that means just to echo the sounds that are being played back from the computer.

5.4 Performer Contribution
As I had done with Per, I staged another interview, this time with Hilary, in which I asked her to talk about her experience recording *Hidden Within*. I was particularly interested in her view on what her contribution was to the piece, given that the graphical elements in this score are much stronger than in *Together-Apart*, allowing

---

36 I first got interested in these ‘confusion tactics’ when composing *Closer*.
37 A recording of myself creating sounds on a viol, subsequently edited into short samples (5-10 seconds long) of generally inconspicuous character.
for a much freer interpretation by the performer. In the following transcript of the interview, recorded on November 22\textsuperscript{nd} 2015, Hilary discusses the key points relating to her performance:

**M:** Regarding the graphical aspects of the notation in *Hidden Within*, the ‘blobs’ are used in conjunction with the electronic sounds played back by the computer, aiming to provoke a reaction from the performer when listening to these sound files. Did that work for you?

**Hilary:** Yes, that was easy, once I was playing along with the sound files, to bounce off that, and to use those as a guideline. The pitched notation is fairly clear, what to do there; you have got the notes, the pitch and the duration. That is much more standard. The graphic parts, however, were very free.

**M:** Did you, therefore, latch on the electronic sounds much more, maybe imitate them, considering the ‘blobs’ don’t immediately suggest any concrete ideas relating to timbre or technique?

**Hilary:** I remember you specifically saying that sometimes you can do that, and sometimes you don’t. Certainly, a very important part of it was listening to what was going on. I would decide which score fragment to do *just prior* to playing it, and then I might hear something similar in the electronic part, at which point I might incorporate that in what I was playing. The electronic sounds were very delicate, and the graphic notation suggested that subtlety for the instrumental part as well. You would get a totally different performance with a different player, of course, and a performer who did not know much contemporary music might be freaked out by it.
M: Have you got much experience with performing contemporary music, similar to *Hidden Within*, using graphic notation?

Hilary: Yes. However, I have never seen anything like this before, where you really can be *that* free.

M: How did that feel?

Hilary: I liked it. It was good, because it meant you did not have technical limitations. Your own technical limitations were not going to stop you, and you were not constrained to play something specific. You could decide, ok, I know what I can do, I know how I can play, and so, I am just going to play the way I like to play. I don’t have to play anything that is really difficult, or really awkward, like somebody has written an awkward interval, or a particularly horrible shift I worry about whether I am going to miss it. In this piece it was all about just how *I* feel in the moment.

M: So, a sense of feeling liberated? What does that mean in terms of your contribution to this work?

Hilary: I think I do have a contribution, each individual player has. But that does not mean that it is my piece, because I have not decided to sit down and play it, or record it, or write it. You have, and you have given certain guidelines. I am thinking about this in terms of, perhaps, conceptual art, when you go in and you see something, and it takes you a while to think about how to react to it, what does it mean, what is it trying to say. So, in those ways could say it was like conceptual music, if that does not sound too pretentious. You have given me some suggestions and have said, what are you going to do with that? Interactive conceptual music, if you like. Of course, my technique
and the way I play is going to contribute to the end result, but I do not think it makes it *my* piece.

**M:** I would think that you contribute much more in a piece like *Hidden Within* than, let’s say, a work by Prokofiev. Is that fair to say? *More,* or just *differently?*

**Hilary:** That is very interesting. I think, probably, differently. With a Prokofiev composition you try to absolutely achieve what is on the page. Everything is prescribed, and the conductor, of course, will tell you the mood. I will be within a very strict frame when playing music like that. In *Hidden Within* there is not such a strict frame and I found that to be a pleasing experience. It was not so demanding. I could decide how demanding I wanted it to be. There is no tempo in this piece. You are totally free to do whatever you want to tempo-wise. It is all about mood and timbre and that kind of thing. My contribution goes beyond the mere technical aspect, my technique, towards giving the work a character. People say about the orchestra, it must be wonderful to do such a creative job, and I think to myself, well, actually, it is not creative at all. We have to do exactly what we are told to do, and that is the difficult thing. We are working towards everybody playing in the same way, and that is a constraint. A lot of pressure. Your piece is the absolute antithesis of that. You are given *some* parameters, but the freedom to be creative and expressive in your own time is much more pronounced. It is about *permission,* if you like.

**M:** Listening to the two versions we recorded, they do sound quite similar.

**Hilary:** That is because you have certain boundaries, and the electronic sounds are fixed.
M: That’s right. I was quite deliberate in setting boundaries that would yield similar outcomes for different performances. That is true for all of the compositions in my portfolio, in fact. I think that is a result of me setting out to write predominantly for classically trained musicians like yourself, and Per, who performed one of my piano pieces; players, who do not primarily work in the field of free improvisation or experimental music, and who might appreciate certain freedoms while still being able to rely on more familiar aspects within the scores, such as the notation of pitch, duration and dynamics. An attempt at bridging two worlds, if you like.

Hilary: I think, in this piece, there is quite a lot of detail in the more traditionally scored fragments, and it is the graphic sections that let you be free. It is easy to play, which is a good thing from the player’s point of view, because you are free to go where you like with it. I have not done free improvisation, but I would not be surprised if you got a better performance if people felt totally free to do what they want.

M: I think, in the first instance, I was not concerned with getting a good or a bad performance as such. It was really about working with the performer and seeing what they would make of it. That was the motivation behind writing a piece like this, and maybe that is the conceptual part of it, whereby the end result is important, I still want it to sound ok, but the emphasis is more on the process of working together as composer and performer.

Hilary: And it was vital that you were there. You definitely need some guidelines, and you have those in the written notes as well. And, of course, when the sound files were playing I could see where we were with this.
M: Did you feel, at any point in this piece, that you had to play it in a way that Michael will like it?

Hilary: Of course, I wanted you to like it, but with the electronic sounds there I could hear what you had done, and it gave me an idea about the sort of thing you like. So, of course, I would be trying to copy that, or, bounce off it. The ‘blobs’ in the graphic notation are quite beautiful. They are not sort of ugly. Had you written much more ugly ‘blobs’, a lot more ink, I would have played much more sharply.

M: Interesting. I had not thought about it in those terms. But, looking at the score, the thing that *is* noticeably more upfront and powerful is the notation for the pitched fragments, of course. They are kept in deep black. The ‘blobs’, on the other hand, use a lighter shade of grey, and kind of move into the background, as do the electronic sounds, in fact, which do not sound too dramatic, but are, actually, quite delicate. I am giving priority to the pitched material, and everything else is almost a backdrop to that.

Hilary: I think so. I think the ‘blobs’ on their own would not have been enough. I might do a little phrase of the pitched notation, and out of that phrase might come an idea to take it to the next written phrase. The ‘blobs’ in-between helped me to extend that idea a bit, or do something contrasting, and then find myself on the next phrase, naturally. That is how I did it.

M: Was your choice of which score fragment to play next, made in the moment, randomly, or did you have a look at it prior?

Hilary: I looked at it a couple of times, but it was not really necessary. It was not so difficult. I thought to myself, if I practice this too much beforehand, I take away the ownership of it from you in a way, because then I had already
decided in advance what I am going to do, especially with regards to the graphic notation. I thought it is much better not to do that. I think it is something that should be done in the moment.

**M:** So, the piece could have gone anywhere at any moment?

**Hilary:** Yes. However, I think there was a timbre-parameter, if you like, given not only by the electronic sounds, but also by the score. You generally haven’t got a dynamic above *mezzo-piano*, apart from one *mezzo-forte*, for example, so it was gentle, it was wispy, it was scratchy with little sounds. It was not abrasive, it was not harsh, and that was also something, which was quite nice. I felt reassured by you being there and saying ‘this is fine’, ‘this is what I am looking for’, otherwise I might have thought, well, ‘is this what he wants’?

**M:** I kept the notation very simple, very minimal. I was hoping that a certain complexity would come out of the ‘openness’ of it, out of the circumstance that the performer would be feeling freer. Did that work for you?

**Hilary:** I think so. In fact, it allowed for more complexity compared to a situation where a lot of detail has been fixed, and a lot of things happen, let’s say, in a bar, and you are thinking ‘oh, please, give me a break’. In *Hidden Within*, you are not constrained to do this specific thing at a specific time. You just do it by instinct, and by feel, and by the moment, and it feels more musical. From my point of view I would much rather do that than get a whole list of things that are really difficult to achieve. Certainly, as a contrast to what I usually do, there is a place for it, and I enjoyed recording it.
Hilary, just like Per, is a classically trained musician, and, as such, she is used to playing off fully notated scores. As with previous pieces, in *Hidden Within* I added notational detail relating to pitch, dynamics and duration to the musical material. The difficulty and complexity is, however, much less demanding when compared to *Together-Apart*, in particular. As a consequence, during the performance Hilary was much more able to make structural decisions in the moment, without much preparation needed in advance. Her performance of *Hidden Within* sounds less rehearsed than Per’s performance of *Together-Apart*, and a real sense of spontaneity can be detected. This is also due, in no small part, to the way the graphic elements in the score were conceived, with greater indeterminacy regarding their execution, allowing for a much more immediate reaction on the part of the player to the electronic sounds, which themselves, as Hilary pointed out, served as a good sonic paradigm for her own actions. Throughout the recording of *Hidden Within* (Version 2) there are moments during which Hilary is clearly responding to some of the electronic sounds by imitating them. Already at 40 seconds into the recording Hilary is answering a *col legno battuto* heard in the electronic accompaniment two seconds earlier with her own version of it, and elsewhere she can be heard joining in with percussive loops, *glissandi* on the strings, and general moments of repose.

In *Hidden Within* the integration of the instrumental and the electronic sounds is achieved by using graphic notation in the score in combination with the verbal instructions found in the performance note, calling for more ‘noisy’ (non-pitched) textures to be produced by the player. In this context, the open form aspect has

---

38 See Resources Appendix
enhanced Hilary’s performance experience, allowing her to spontaneously react to the electronic sounds and tune in to feel they provided.
Conclusion

Looking at the list of compositions I have completed for my PhD portfolio, now that I can afford some distance and take a retrospective view, I believe there are two main points that have crystallised from my research into various open form techniques. Firstly, while my desire to include the performer in the structural decision making process, as to how the musical work may be realised during a performance, has become more and more pronounced since my composing of Skein (see Chapter Three). It is also clear that I have concurrently developed a strong sense of control over the general direction within a work. Introducing the variable form concept into my compositions (see Closer and 39) has allowed me to concentrate my open form ‘metabolism’ within timed sections, usually no longer than one minute, which themselves represent only one part in a larger, predetermined sequence of sections. My intention to use open form as a way to bring about a more collaborative performance scenario, granting the performer interpretative freedom, and even reducing the need for a conductor, has nonetheless left me wishing to address the question of composer authorship in such works. Through the introduction of clear structural features into my compositions, let me call it ‘sectional morphology’, especially since Closer (see Chapter Four), I have put myself, the composer, in a position where I can comfortably claim to be the creative source of origin for these works.

Secondly, when comparing Flinc to I Can Feel His Mouth it is evident that my preoccupation with rhythmic complexity in the instrumental parts has persisted throughout the portfolio, except, the way I arrive at it now has changed with my
recent paradigmatic shift in musical notation, from the meticulous rhythmic detail in *Flin* to the relative freedom of proportional notation in *I Can Feel His Mouth*. In both cases, a clear musical pulse has been suspended, a characteristic, which fascinated me about contemporary music in the first place (e.g. Anton Webern); however, the rhythmic complexity in *I Can Feel His Mouth* (and before then in *Together-Apart, Closer* and *39*) is the result of allowing these intricate rhythmic structures to form spontaneously during performance, rather than an exertion of total rhythmic organisation (by the composer) during the writing stages. Of course, the use of proportional notation aids considerably the production of this inbuilt flexibility, and the fact that its use is integral to the composition itself, being an important part of its conception, means that the rhythmic intricacies have been intentionally ‘facilitated’ by the composer (i.e. myself), and are not just some accidental side-effect. In order to express my fascination with the ‘asynchronous’ nature of (a lot of) contemporary music through my own works, I have been developing a set of ideas that have come out of my research into open form techniques, which enable me to combine my interest in listening to and composing rhythmically complex music with the excitement I get out of musical collaboration, especially in a performance context.

Considering that all of my compositions in the portfolio, except one (i.e. *Distant Cousins*), are mixed works, I would like to think that through my specific use of open form techniques, especially with the integration of a software driven dynamic playback system for the electronic part, also acting as an electronic cueing system, I have contributed my part to this particular type of composition. I would think, of course, that Earle Brown was the first composer to seriously explore open form aspects within a mixed music setting in his 1963 work *Times Five*, however, at that
point in time, magnetic tape did not afford the same flexibility that a modern computer does today. Therefore, the electronic part in *Times Five* is fixed, and not mirroring the *variable form* of the instrumental parts. Employing modern technology I have been able to bring Brown’s concept up to date and apply the same formal considerations to the electronic part as well.

With regards to my main motivation for using open form techniques in my own compositions, namely that the performer takes an active part in the realization of the work by being free to make structural choices, and, at the same time, be ready to react spontaneously to the musical activities of the other players (or, indeed, the electronic part), I am very pleased with the general response I have been given by the performers who have been involved in the different performances of my works. One quote by Charles Gibbon, who played the cello part for the recording of *Closer*, illustrates this quite well. In an email reply he writes:

> I tried to respond to both the electronic sounds and Emily when deciding which sections to play and how to play this. This typically involved echoing or mimicking the electronic track (pizzicato for pizzicato for example) aiming to create an echo effect. When playing with Emily (violinist) I would aim to match or contrast her playing (“glissing” in the opposite direction or matching her tremolo intensity in places). I also aimed to make sounds, which were distinct and so at times I would listen for sounds, which were not being made yet, and then chose to play a section, which could fill the gap so to speak.

*(In an email conversation with the author from 8th July 2014)*
Other performers have made similar comments regarding the performance of my works, saying they felt indeed ‘liberated’ and excited to be able to make individual musical choices, and that they were listening carefully to the musical material chosen by their fellow performers, and, indeed, the electronic sounds which were being played back at the same time, in an attempt to react in a complementary way. For example, when it came to making a recording of *Hidden Within* at the University of Liverpool’s School of Music on June 17\textsuperscript{th} 2015 with Hilary Browning\textsuperscript{30}, I believe this concept of performer-computer reaction/blending translated particularly well into praxis. Afterwards, Hilary provided me with some really useful feedback regarding her experience playing my piece, and shared her views on the state of authorship in open form works such as this. I would like to quote Hilary from a short interview we conducted after the recording session, as I consider her response to be an endorsement of the main open form concepts I have been exploring in my PhD portfolio:

[...] From a performer’s point of view the blobs look intimidating at first, but once you get to understand what they mean you can be quite free, they are quite liberating, and once I got together with the already prepared electronic sounds playing back from a laptop, it was interesting to get inspired to copy, or maybe contrast them [...] It was very enlivening. It gave you the chance to just do what you want to do and not worry too much. It definitely was a positive and very interesting piece to play [...] 

[...] If I had a blank piece of paper put in front of me I wouldn’t know where to start. I definitely think this was Michael’s piece. He gave me clear guidelines, specific notes, but within that, the opportunity to just be free, and to respond visually to what

\textsuperscript{30} Hilary is associate principle cellist at the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra.
is on the paper, and aurally to what was coming from the computer. I had an element of control, but I would say not ownership.

(Transcription of a recorded interview with Hilary Browning on June 17th 2015)

I find these comments very encouraging. To me, they speak in recognition of the validity of my efforts to use open form as a way to cultivate a more creative involvement of the performer during the realisation of a musical work. Hilary’s words, and the words of various other performers who were kind enough to perform/record previous compositions of mine (included in this portfolio) have boosted my motivation to continue on this particular compositional path, and to expand on the various concepts I have been developing so far.
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The technical appendix includes the Process and Signal Diagrams relating to the Max patches and iPhone/iPad apps in compositions. These patches can be found in the resources appendix (DVD/SD Card), as well as video demonstrations of the Max patches and iPhone/iPad apps in use.

Supplementary text has been added giving further technical detail relating to the programming undertaken for selected Max patches. These patches can be found in the resources appendix (DVD/SD Card), as well as video demonstrations of the Max patches and iPhone/iPad apps in use.

Compositions:

Distant Cousins
Flinc (GlitchLooper, OpenSec)
Skein
Together-Apart
Shen
Phone (Chillalooper, OpenSec)
Distant Cousins
Closer
Sectional Flow
Continuous playback
Each sound pool contains up to five (distinct) audio samples, all of which are played once (in random order) before moving on to the next (adjacent) pool. The piece has finished as soon as all of the samples of the three sound pools for each section have been played. * 

Playback Diagram
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Soundfile Triggering
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Pool 1c
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Soundfile Triggering
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Soundfile Triggering
Pool 2b
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Soundfile Triggering
Pool 3a

End
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Distant Cousin Playback Diagram
The playback diagram for *Distant Cousins* shows the structure of the Max patch. In the patch, each of the 18 sub-patchers facilitates playback of between 2 and 5 sound files in random order. Once all sound files within a sub-patcher have been played, the patch moves on to the next section in the sequence and begins playback of those particular sound files. Each section (1 - 6) comprises 3 of the aforementioned sub-patchers, increasing the complexity of local variation by creating 3 layers of sound file playback.
GlitchLooper – Process and Signal Diagram
Once target has been reached, a new target is randomly generated, and so on.

Audio Signal Flow

Playback Reference/Associated Sound File

Data Flow

Audio Buffer (Sound File)
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Sound File Playback
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Playback Speed
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OpenSec – Process and Signal Diagram
The Process and Signal Diagram for the GlitchLooper shows the structure of the Max-for-Live device. Inside the GlitchLooper device, the groove~ object facilitates sound file playback with additional control over the playback starting point within the audio file (in milliseconds), and the length of audio portion to be played back, or looped; this is important for the concept of this patch as it allows for the playback of short segments within a larger sound file. The triangle object provides a convenient way to display numerical values stored in a table. The X-axis shows the number of addresses contained within the table, with each address able to store a single numerical value. The Y-axis shows the actual value for each address, which in this case, could be any number between 0 – 127. This makes available a total of 128 addresses, each of which can be recalled instantly by looking up any of the 128 addresses. For this device, I decided to continuously read through the table content which is essentially reading new lines onto the graphical user interface of the triangle object. The playback behaviour of the triangle~ object has been programmed to continuously output simple drawing new lines onto the graphical user interface of the triangle object. A cycle~ object has been programmed to continuously output sound file, essentially re-creating the original structure of the audio material. The triangle object will typically jump back and forth within the sound file. Since the values output are not necessarily in sequential order, the triangle~ object is able to change the playback position within the sound file from left to right, and back again, sending only a string of numbers which are then used to determine the playback position within the table. This maintains the automated process of sending out the stored values.

Additional control over the speed of sending out the values, and the loop size itself has been implemented. If the speed with which the triangle object outputs values (determining loop starts) is really important, then this can be changed by simply drawing new lines onto the graphical user interface of the triangle object. A cycle~ object has been programmed to continuously output sound file, essentially re-creating the original structure of the audio material. The triangle object will typically jump back and forth within the sound file. Since the values output are not necessarily in sequential order, the triangle~ object is able to change the playback position within the sound file from left to right, and back again, sending only a string of numbers which are then used to determine the playback position within the table. This maintains the automated process of sending out the stored values.

The Process and Signal Diagram for the GlitchLooper shows the structure of the Max-for-Live device. Inside the GlitchLooper device, the groove~ object facilitates sound file playback with additional control over the playback starting point within the audio file (in milliseconds), and the length of audio portion to be played back, or looped; this is important for the concept of this patch as it allows for the playback of short segments within a larger sound file. The triangle object provides a convenient way to display numerical values stored in a table. The X-axis shows the number of addresses contained within the table, with each address able to store a single numerical value. The Y-axis shows the actual value for each address, which in this case, could be any number between 0 – 127. This makes available a total of 128 addresses, each of which can be recalled instantly by looking up any of the 128 addresses. For this device, I decided to continuously read through the table content which is essentially reading new lines onto the graphical user interface of the triangle object. A cycle~ object has been programmed to continuously output sound file, essentially re-creating the original structure of the audio material. The triangle object will typically jump back and forth within the sound file. Since the values output are not necessarily in sequential order, the triangle~ object is able to change the playback position within the sound file from left to right, and back again, sending only a string of numbers which are then used to determine the playback position within the table. This maintains the automated process of sending out the stored values.
When comparing the two devices above, the difference between the two programs in the overall sound result becomes apparent. The GlitchLooper produces relatively short sound events, often with abrupt changes, not unlike sounds generated through granular sampling, or those heard in glitch music. The algorithm in OpenSec, on the other hand, produces longer sounds with smoother envelopes and coherent phrases.

Alternatively, if the loop size is set to longer, loops will fill out the entire span of one cycle without the pronounced local repetition. Slow, with a short loop size selected, very short loops can be created, which repeat insistently until the object moves on to the next value.
The sound material used for the accompaniment are recordings I had made of myself improvising at the piano using extended playing techniques, mainly playing/striking the instrument anywhere but the keyboard. The sounds came from strumming the strings inside the soundboard, and playing the frame of the instrument like a percussive instrument. I imagined that the electronic part would take on the role of a prepared piano.

Furthermore, each device had a different portion of the original sound recording loaded, which helped to produce a greater polyphony of sounds. Moreover, the electronic part is simple, and multiple instances of a device can effortlessly be set up and organized within a single software environment (i.e. Ableton Live), and further signal processing using Ableton Live’s own audio effects, such as Equalization (EQ), Compression and Reverb can be applied.

The Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) reveal only certain elements of the full devices/programming in order to keep operation of the electronic part of a prepared piano simple. The key parameters are comprehensibly laid out and can easily be adjusted even during performance, if desired. Multiple instances of a device can effortlessly be set up and organized within a single software environment (i.e. Ableton Live), and further signal processing using Ableton Live’s own audio effects, such as Equalization (EQ), Compression and Reverb can be applied.

Ableton Live’s own audio effects, such as Equalization (EQ), Compression and Reverb can be applied.
The changing trigger rate is signaled to the performer to allow for the adjustment of their own playing intensity (i.e. gaps between score fragments).

This point in the sequence is reversed over the remaining three minutes.

The trigger rate changes automatically from 8 to 3-second-gaps over the course of three minutes after which the playback/sound density is at its highest.

A visual cue is given to the performer to adjust their own playing intensity (i.e. gaps between score fragments).
The playback diagram for Skein shows the structure of the Max patch. In the patch, I implemented a visual cueing system as a means to guide the performer to equally adjust the gaps between score fragments played, and to go along with the overall shift of intensity from low to high and back to low. Accordingly, each change in sound file trigger rate is signalled by a traffic light system (green, orange and red), representing the three forms of density: low (one sound file triggered every eight seconds), medium (every six seconds) and high (every three seconds). At three seconds the sound texture is at its most dense, as more and more sound files begin to overlap. Three minutes into the performance marks the halfway point, after which the playback density gradually decreases again.

The playback diagram for Skein shows the structure of the Max patch. In the patch, I implemented a visual cueing system as a means to guide the performer to equally adjust the gaps between score fragments played, and to go along with the overall shift of intensity from low to high and back to low. Accordingly, each change in sound file trigger rate is signalled by a traffic light system (green, orange and red), representing the three forms of density: low (one sound file triggered every eight seconds), medium (every six seconds) and high (every three seconds). At three seconds the sound texture is at its most dense, as more and more sound files begin to overlap. Three minutes into the performance marks the halfway point, after which the playback density gradually decreases again.

I adapted the original Max patch for Skein for Pure Data, and with the free MobMuPlat app acting as the graphical user interface, I was able to run the programme on a mobile device.
Together – Apart – Process and Signal Diagram

The performer selects score combinations in real time.

The performer can change the trigger rate at any point during the performance.

* Associated Score Material / Playback Reference (Associated Sound Files)
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The playback diagram for Together-Apart shows the structure of the Max patch. It provides three different settings for the sound file trigger rate (as with Skein), however, there is no automatic timing system guiding the performance. Instead, the performer may change the rate at any time during the piece, shifting the intensity to suit the way that the score fragments are being interpreted. Inside the patch, the 'metro' object determines the rate at which new sound files are triggered. The three options are set to be 14, 10 and 5 seconds long. A sub-patcher labelled 'SCORE' contains the score images and Max objects which together form the GUI/Score layout as presented on the Mya App for performer interaction. This includes the controls to change the playback rate of sound files in the top-level patch, as well as to start and stop the playback of sound files in general. The ‘counter’ object in the top-level patch makes sure that none of the four 'polybuffer~' objects are immediately re-triggered, allowing even the longest sound files to finish playing and not be cut off.
In order to ease retouch and the score sections with the related electronic sounds, visual cues are given to the performer (in form of 6 on-screen countdowns). Timed selection of individual sample pools 1-6 (and associated sound files). *
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Close – Process and Signal Diagram
Resources Appendix (Data DVD and SDHC Card)

1. Audio Recordings

1.1  Distant Cousins (Version 1)
1.2  Distant Cousins (Version 2)
1.3  Flinc (First Movement)  Piano: Ian Buckle
1.4  Flinc (Second Movement) Piano: Ian Buckle
1.5  Skein (Version 1)  Clarinet: Mandy Burvill
1.6  Skein (Version 2)  Clarinet: Mandy Burvill
1.7  Together-Apart Piano: Per Nielsen
1.8  Closer (Version 1)  Violin: Emily Jobling, Cello: Charles Gibbons
1.9  Closer (Version 2)  Violin: Emily Jobling, Cello: Charles Gibbons
1.10 39  Players from the Ensemble 10/10
1.11  Hope Street (Version 1) Players from the Ensemble 10/10
1.12  Hope Street (Version 2) Players from the Ensemble 10/10
1.13  I Can Feel His Mouth Soprano: Miao He, Piano: Michael Beiert
1.14  Hidden Within (Version 1)  Cello: Hilary Browning
1.15  Hidden Within (Version 2)  Cello: Hilary Browning
1.16  iTunes Playlist
1.17  VLC Playlist

2. Electronic Accompaniment Material (Software, Audio Samples)

2.1  Distant Cousins (Max patch)
2.2  GlitchLooper (Max patch)
2.3  OpenSec (Max patch)
2.4  Flinc (First Movement) (Ableton Live Project File, MaxForLive device, audio samples)
2.5  Flinc (Second Movement) (Ableton Live Project File, MaxForLive device, audio samples)
2.6  Skein (Max patch, audio samples)
2.7  Together-Apart (Max patch, audio samples)
2.8  Closer (Max patch, audio samples)
2.9  39 (Max patch, audio samples)
2.10 Hope Street (Max patch, audio sample)
2.11 I Can Feel His Mouth (Max patch, audio samples)
2.12 Hidden Within (Max patch, audio samples)

3. Video Demonstrations/Examples

3.1 Distant Cousins, Max patch in Presentation Mode
3.2 Flinc (First Movement), Ableton Live Project – video, no sound
3.3 Flinc (Second Movement), Ableton Live Project – video, no sound
3.4 Skein, running on iPhone – video and sound
3.5 Together-Apart, running on iPad – video and sound
3.6 Closer, Max patch in presentation mode
3.7 39, Max patch in presentation mode